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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

At the request of the Mayor's Office of the Criminal Justice Coordinator and 

with funds provided by the Florence V. Burden Foundation, the New York City 

Criminal Justice Agency conducted an evaluation of the Aftercare Employment Pro

gram (AEP) operated by the Vocational Foundation Inc. This program, which began in 

August 1985, provide:; employment counseling, training and placement to young of

fenders (ages 16 through 20) released after serving sentence in the Department of Cor

rection'S facility at Riker's Island. The evaluation was designed to measure whether 

the program achieved certain programmatic goals during its first year of operation and 

whether it had a significant impact on the rearrest rate for participants. 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

Inmates are recruited for the AEP program on a volunteer basis and must be 

within one month of their release date. While at Riker's, inmates participate in ten 

group counseling sessions which focus on such subjects as the development of personal 

goals, use of effective job interview techniques, interpretation of job application in

structions and vocabulary, problem solving in job situations and the state of the cur

rent job market. 

In the post-release phase, counselors develop an individualized employment plan 

based on information derived from standardized tests and personal interviews. Post

release enrollment, however, is not mandatory since technically the sentence has been 

served and participation is not a condition of release. The types of employment plans 

vary according to the needs of clients and may include participation in education 
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courses (for those seeking a high school equivalency diploma) or placement in one of 

the agency's job training programs (these include a mechanical drafting program, pat

tern grading and preparation for clerical work). For others it may involve placement 

in a part-time job to prepare a client for eventual full-time placement. 

A key feature of the AEP program is its willingne~s to work with clients who 

have limited job skills and experience. Clients who are fired or quit their jobs are 

eligible for other placements as long as they maintain contact with the program and ex

press an interest in obtaining employment. 

METHODOLOGY 

1. Measurement of Program Goals 

The evaluation was based on the performance of 128 inmates who were enrolled 

between November 1985 and August 1986. These 128 represent everyone enrolled dur

ing this ten-month t.ime period. To determine whether program goals were met, in

formation on the number and length of placements in a full-time activity was compiled 

for a six-month period, using the date of the client's first ,..post-release contact as the 

starting date. Th.i.s information, as well as other demographic data, was obtained from 

the intake application form and case files. For analytic purposes, the 128 clients were 

divided into four subgroups, defined by level of program participation. The use of 

subgroups enabled researchers to determine if there were defendant or case character

istics that distinguished the successful from unsuccessful clients. 

2. Recidivism Measurement 

The primary measure of recidivism was the number of rearrests for a mis

demeanor or felony within one year of release from Riker's Island. Other measures of 
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recidivism included: the severity of rearrest charges, conviction on rearrest, and 

elapsed time between release and the first rearrest. 

To assess the program's impact on rearrest, the rate for participants was com-

pared to that of a matched comparison group. The comparison group consisted of 211 

offenders selected from a pool of offenders released from Riker's Island between No-

vember 1985 and August 1986 who did not participate (or volunteer) in the AEP pro-

gram. These 21 I were matched to AEP clients on age, conviction charge and prior 

criminal history. Although an exact case-by-case match was not achieved, the two 

groups varied only slightly with respect to these variables (a description of the two 

groups is provided in Appendix A). 

The analysis of rearrest consisted of a comparison of rearrest rates for the AEP 

and comparison groups (and various subgroups) at the end of the one-year follow-up 

period. In addition, rearrest rates were analyzed using "survival" analysis. This meth-

od examined the rate at which persons were rearrested across one-month intervals and 

was used to determine if AEP clients were rearrested more slowly (or quickly) than 

comparison group members. 

FINDINGS 

The evaluation measured the extent to which the program succeeded in achiev-

ing four goals set by program administrators for the first year. Three of the goals 

centered on program participation and the fourth on recidivism reduction. The goals 

and pertinent findings are summarized as follows:· 

I. Program Participation 

GOAL #1 

To enroll 80 percent of the inmates recruited at Riker's Island in a 
post-release phase of the program. 
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FINDINGS: 

o Of the 128 inmates recruited at Riker's, 92 (72%) enrolled after 
release. Thirty-six (28%) had no post-release contact. 

o Those who enrolled tended to establish contact quickly; the 
median time from release to first contact with a counselor was six 
days. Within ten days of release, nearly 70 percent had estab
lished con tact. 

GOAL #2 

To place 70 percent of the clients in a full-time activity. 

FINDINGS: 

o Of the 92 inmates who enrolled after their release from Riker's Is
land, 63 (68.4%) were placed in a full-time activity. 

o The dominant placement was in a full-time jDb. Two of the 63 
clients were placed in a job skills training program (these two 
were also placed in a full-time job) and none received a full-time 
school placement (although nve attended part-time education 
courses). 

GOAL #3 

To have 60 percent of the clients placed in a full-time activity 
remain for three months. (Note: Since it was possible for a client to 
receive more than one job placement in the six-month period, we 
added the time spent in all jobs and used that figure to calculate the 
percentage with three or more months of job time). 

FINDINGS: 

o Of the 63 clients who were placed in a full-time job, only 17 (27%) 
had three months (or more) of job time. Five of these (29.4%) had 
one placement and 12 (71.6%) had between two and five. The 
mean job time for this subgroup was 135 days. 

o Forty-six clients had less than three months time on the job. Of 
these, 29 (63%) had one placement and 17 (37%) had between two 
and five. The mean job time for this subgroup was 26 days. 

o The most common job placement was at a delivery or messenger 
service; 34 (55.7%) of the 63 who were placed worked at this type 
of job. 

o Salaries for the first job placement ranged from $3.35 to $5.50 per 
hour, with slightly over half (32 or 52.5%) receiving the minimum 
wage ($3.35). Five clients were paid a salary with a range of $150 
to $210 per week. 
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2. Recidivism 

GOAL #4 

To have no more than a 15 percent rearrest rate for the clients 
placed in a full-time activity. 

FINDINGS: 

o At the end of the one-year follow-up period, the rearrest rate for 
the entire AEP group was slightly higher than the rate for the 
comparison group; 68.8 percent versus 65.9 percent. 

o The rearrest rate varied among the four subgroups of AEP clients. 
Among the;; clients placed in a full-time activity, it was 65.2 per
cent for those with less than 90 days employment time and 70.6 
for those with 90 days or more. These rates, however, were not 
much different from the comparison group. 

Other recidivism findings of importance were these: 

o Although the year-end rearrest rates for the AEP and comparison 
groups were nearly the same, comparison group members were 
rearrested more quickly. By the end of the third month, 26 per
cent of the AEP clients had been rearrested compared with 35 per
cent of the compar.ison group. 

o Among the four subgroups of AEP clients, those placed in a full
time activity were rearrested at a slower pace than the clients who 
never established contact and the client who established contact 
but never received a full-time placement. The lower rates found 
in the early months sugges~ that while participation in the pro
gram did not reduce recidivism, placement in a full-time job may 
have at least delayed rearrest. 

o Comparison group members were rearrested for more serious 
crimes (as measured by Penal Law severity). Three-fourths of the 
comparison group rearrests were for felonies compared with two
thirds of the AEP group. At the time disposition information on 
the rearrests was coded, 83 percent of th.e AEP group and 91 per
cent of the comparison group rearrests had reached final court 
disposition. More than half (52.2%) of the comparison group con
victions were for felonies compared with two-fifths (41.1%) for 
the AEP group. 

o Offenders in both groups were morc likely to be rearrested if they 
had a prior criminal con viction; the ra tes for the AEP and com
parison groups were 72.4 and 68.9 percent, respectively. However, 
the rates for those without prior convictions were only slightly 
lower; 68.3 percent for the AEP group and 68.7 percent for the 
comparison group. 
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o Clients in both groups were less likely to b~ rearrested if the 
sample arrest was the first arrest. Only half of the first arrestces 
in the AEP group were rearrested compared with nearly three
fourths (72.4%) of those with a previous arrest. For the com
parison group these percentages were 43.3 and 68.9 percent, respec
tively. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

As a result of this evaluation of the Aftercare Employment Program, certain 

findings emerged that have direct policy implications. 

1. Use of Work Release During the Incarceration Period 

Although the program was successful in placing clients in full-time joIn, 
most did not remain in those jobs for the three-month time period. It 
was learned through discussions with program administrators that many 
clients were simply not prepared to make the transition from jail to 
fuil-time employment. To ease this transition, we recommend that the 
current model be expanded to provide inmates the opportunity to par
ticipate in a work-release program while incarcerated. The inclusion of 
a work-release component, however, would require the use of more 
stringent selection criteria. Most likely, AEP clients would have to meet 
DOC's minimum requirements for work-release eligibility. However, the 
loss of some prospective clients because of their inability to meet these 
requirements would have to be weighed against the success of the 
clients who, presumably, would be better prepared to adjust to the work 
environment upon release from jail. We suggest that administrators 
make work-release available to a limited number of clients and 
determine whether the post-release job performance for this group is 
significantly better than it is for clients who do not participate in 
wor Y··release. 

2. Support Services During the Employment Period 

The finding that few clients remained employed for the three-month 
period also suggests the need for support services during post-release 
employment. There was some empirical evidence which supports this 
recommendation; clients who worked for three months or more partici
pated in more counseling sessions than did clients with less job time. 
Therefore, we suggest hiring an additional staff person whose primary 
responsibility would be to make regular visits to the home and job site. 
Closer monitoring of clients would pl<'lce staff in a better position to 
identify and address problems likely to affect job stability . 
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3. Use of Screening at Intake 

Under the terms of the initial funding grant, AEP was required to ad
mit anyone interested in participating in the program. The only re
quirements were that clients be between the ages of 16 and 20, 
inclusive, and within one month of release. The absence of specific se
lection cri teria a t in take can result in the enrollment of some clien ts for 
whom this type of program is inappropriate. This study showed that 
the successful clients (i.e., those who held jobs the longest) had more 
previous job experience, more schooling, higher reading and math 
scores, and fewer prior convictions than did less successful clients. The 
differences in the characteristics of successful and unsuccessful clients 
suggest that the use of selection criteria at intake may be useful in eli
minating those persons unsuited for this type of employment program. 
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 

At the request of the Mayor's Office of the Criminal Justice Coordinator and with 

funds provided by the Florence V. Burden Foundation, the New York City Criminal 

Justice Agency conducted an evaluation of the Vocational Foundation Inc. Aftercare 

Employment Program. This program, which began in August 1985, provides employment 

counseling, training and placement services to young offenders (ages 16 through 20) 

released after serving sentence in the Department of Correction's facil.ity at Riker's 

Island. The evaluation was designed to measure whether the program achieved certain 

programmatic goals during its first year of operation and whether it had any significant 

impact on the rearrest rate for participants. To assess the program's effect on rearrest, 

the rate for participants was compared to that of a matched comparison group. 

A. Overview of Aftercare Employment Program 

In July 1984, the New York City Comptroller's Office released a report which 

revealed that no job placement services were provided to offenders upon release from 

the city's jails. A study of the jail population by the Department of Correction showed 

that in 1983, 2,954 offenders between the ages of 16 and 20 were released into the 

community with no provision for services. Given that numerous criminological studies 

have cited poor employment skills as a major reason for recidivism among ex-offenders, 

the Comptroller's report was particularly alarming. 

In response to this problem, Vocational Foundation Inc. (VFI) received funding 

from the Burden Foundation, New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, 

New York City Youth Bureau, Ford Foundation and the New York Community Trust to 

develop the Aftercare Employment Program (AEP) to provide employment counseling, 

job training and placement services to a limited ":lumber of 16- to 20-year-old offenders 

released from Riker's Island. VFr was well suited for this task as a not-for-profit 

agency that has developed an innovative program of job training, placement and career 

guidance for ex-offenders and other groups since 1936. 
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Inmates are recruited for AEP on a volunteer basis and must be within one month 

of release. Unlike most other offender programs, prospective clients are not excluded or 

having been convicted of a violent felony or possessing a iengthy criminal history. 

While at Riker's, clients participate in ten group counseling sessions covering subjects 

such as the development of personal goals, use of effective job interview techniques, 

interpretation of job application instructions and vocabulary, problem solving in job 

situations and the state of the job market. 

Upon release, clients participate in a structured program designed to prepare them 

for eventual full-time employment. It should be noted that post-release enrollment is not 

mandatory. Ciients are encouraged to make an appointment with a counselor at the VFI 

office (located in Manhattan) at their earliest convenience.1 However, those who choose 

not to enroll are not subject to any type of legal sanction since they have completed 

their sentence and participation is not a condition of release. In the initial phase, clients 

are given standardized tests which furnish counselors with diagnostic information on 

skill level and career interests. This information is used to develop an individualized 

employment plan. For some clients the plan might include enrollment in a General 

Equivalency Diploma (GED) course along with placement in one of the agency's job 

training programs (these include mechanical drafting, pattern grading or clerical office 

work). For others it might include several placements in temporary jobs so that 

counselors can monitor job performance before a full-time placement is made. The bulk 

of the job placements are in the private sector. 

Although there is no attendance requirement, clients are instructed to maintain 

periodic contact with counselors by phone and in person. These contacts are the primary 

means through which counselors monitor client job performance and the quality of the 

placement. 

lAt the time this evaluation was conducted there were two full-time counselors working 
with the clients who enrolled after release. 
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Clients who are fired or quit their jobs are not subject to termination or any other 

program sanction. Rather, the program operates with the assumption that erratic job 

performance is to be expected with this clientele and that loss of a job can serve as a 

valuable learning experience. A key feature of the program is its persistence in working 

with and placing clients who typically cannot hold jobs. Most notably, there is no limit 

to the number of job placements or length of time one must remain in the program. 

These policies reflect years of involvement with clients who lack proper job skills, 

exhibit negative attitude coward traditional work situations and have a history of job 

termina tions. 

B. Evaluation Focus 

The evaluation of AEP consists of two components. The first assesses client 

participation during the first year of the program (Sept. 1985 through Aug. 1986). More 

specifically, program administrators had set specific goals for the first year, and the 

evaluation measures whether these had been achieved. The goals were as follows: 

1. To enroll 80 percent of the inmates who were recruited 
at Riker's in the post-release phase of the program. 

2. To place 70 percent in a full-time activity (defined as 
either a job, job training program or school). 

3. To have 60 percent of those placed in a full-time activity 
:remain in that activity for three months. 

4. To have no more than a 15 percent rearrest rate for 
those participants placed in a full-time activity. 

The second component measures the program's impact on recidivism by comparing 

the rearrest rate of AEP clients with the rate for a matched comparison group that did 

not participate in the program. It was assumed that the rearrest rate would be lower for 

AEP clients, especially among those placed in a full-time activity upon release. The 

recidivism analysis also considered whether participation in the program delayed the time 

to the first rearrest; whether the rearrests for AEP clients were for less serious charges; 
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and, whether the reconviction rate for AEP clients was lower than the rate for t!Je 

comparison group. 

In addition to addressing these questions, the evaluation examines the characteristics 

of the successful and unsuccessful AEP clients to determine if there were distinct 

differences with respect to such variables as age, degree of program participation and 

criminal history. This information is presented for the purpose of identifying those 

variables which correlate most strongly with successful (or unsuccessful) program 

participation. 

C. Sample and Data Sources 

The evaluation focuses on 128 clients recruited into the program between November 

1985 and August 1986.2 These 128 represent everyone recruited over this ten-month 

period. At the time of recruitment all were serving sentence at Riker's Island on either a 

misdemeanor or felony conviction. 

For the recidivism analysis, a comparison group comprised of 211 inmates was 

selected from a pool of inmates released from Riker's between September 1985 and August 

1986 who did not participate in the program. These 211 were matched to AEP clients by 

age, conviction charge and prior criminal history. Although it was not possible to match 

on a case-by-case basis, the comparison group closely approximates th';! 

AEP group with respect to these criteria (a more detailed discussion of the procedure used 

to select the comparison group is presented in Appendix A). 

The data used to evaluate client participation and measure recidivism rates were 

obtained from the following sources: 

. 2Although the program officially began in August 1985, the decision was made not to 
include those clients recruited in September and October since the program was not yet 
fully operational. By November the program was fully staffed and the full array of 
services was available. 
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1) AEP client case files: Demographic characteristics and information on education 
level, reading and math scores, number of counseling sessions, job referrals and 
placements as well as other selected data related to program par.ticipation (see 
Chapter II). 

2) Department of Correction computerized database: Docket and indictment numbers 
for sample case associated with AEP and comparison group clients. The sample 
case was defined as the case/arrest which resulted in a sentence of imprisonment 
to Riker's Island. 

3) New York City Criminal Justice Agency computerized database (UDIIS): Court 
processing and criminal history information for the sample case and any rearrest 
in the five boroughs of New York City. Information provided on charge type and 
severity, disposition and sentence. 

4) New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS) Computerized 
Criminal History Records: Informa tion on prior arrests, convictions and 
incarcerations as well as rearrests that occurred outside of New York City (but 
within the state). 
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CHAPTER II - CLIENT CHARACTERISTICS AND PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 

This chapter presents demographic information on the 128 AEP clients and reports 

the extent of their participation in the program.3 Information on client characteristics and 

program participation was obtained from the program application forms (completed by 

counselors at client intake) and other documents contained in case files. 

A. CUent Characteristics 

1. Sex, Race and Age 

Approximately two-thirds (68.0%) of the 128 male AEP clients (no women were 

enrolled during the time period covered in this study) were black and most of the 

remaining third (29.6%) were Hispanic. Slightly more than half were 18 or 20 years of 

age when recruited at Riker's Island: 28.1 and 25.0 percent, respectively. Seventeen-year-

olds accounted for the third highest percentage (21.0%) and 19-year-olds the fourth 

(16.4%). Only 11 of the 128 clients (8.6%) were 16 years of age. The length of time 

served at Riker's ranged from one to 13 months, with a median and mode of six months. 

2. Household Status and Sources of Financial Assistance 

The majority of the clients reported living with either one parent (predominantly 

the mother) or both (70%). Of the remaining group, 28 (22.4%) resided with relatives or 

friends, or both, seven (5.6%) lived alone and two (1.6%) lived at a public shelter. 

Regarding income assistance, only 12 (9.7%) were directly on public assistance, 

although 44 (35.5%) reported living in households that received some type of public 

assistance. 

3Tables containing the demographic and program participation information discussed in 
this chapter are found in Appendix B. 
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3. Education and Employment Background 

At the time of entry into the program at Riker's, only five clients (4.0%) had 

completed four years of high school and 11 (8.9%) had not completed more than eight 

grades. The majority had either a 9th or 10th grade education (68.5%), with 18.5 percent 

having completed ! 1 grades. 

As part of the program, standardized reading and math tests were administered to 

all clients at the VFI office in Manhattan.4 The median score for the reading test was 

eight (scm'es on these tests correspond to grade levels). Fifty (54.9%) of the 91 clients for 

whom a reading test SCore was available did not score above the 8th grade level. Of the 

39 who scored above the 8th grade, half (n=19) read at the 12th grade level. This grade 

level also had the highest percentage of clients overall (20.9%). 

In comparison, the median score for the math test (7th grade) was one ~rade lower 

than the reading score. Seventy-four (80.4%) of the 92 clients for whom a score was 

available did not score above the 8th grade. Of the remaining 18, only five had math 

ability equivalent to the 12th grade level. 

When asked about previous employment, more than one-third (38.4%) reported that 

they never held a full-time job. Of those with previous employment (n=77), 44 had one 

previous job, 19 had two, 12 had three, one had four and one client reported eight 

(information was unavailable for three clients). Four-fifths (80.3%) indicated that they 

had not been involved in any type of vocational training. 

4. Prior Criminal Justice System Involvement: Arrests 
and Convictions 

To determine the extent to which AEP clients had been involved in the criminal 

justice system before the sample case (defined as the case which resulted in the sentence 

4Thirty-six of the 128 clients did not have any contact with the program following their 
release from Rikers, hence no reading or math scores were available for this group. One 
other client had a missing reading score. 
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of imprisonment to Riker's) we examined arrest and conviction data from the DCJS 

computerized criminal history records. The figures presented in Table 10 represent the 

total number of arrests for felonies, misdemeanors and violations, regardless of whether 

these arrests resulted in a criminal conviction. The figures in Table 11 reflect only those 

arrests resulting in a criminal conviction (convictions for violations are excluded). 

Prior to their arrest and conviction on the sample case, one-third (33.3%) of the AEP 

clients had been convicted of a misdemeanor and about one-eighth (13.4%) had a felony 

conviction. Nearly two of every thr~e felony convictions (11 of 16) involved a violent 

felony offense. Although slightly ove.r half the clients did not have a criminal conviction 

as of the conviction date on the sample ca.se, 70 percent had been previously arrested. 

Slightly more than one-fourth (26.7%) of the entire group had three or more arrests. 

When clients were asked whether they had been previously incarcerated, 55 (45.5%) 

of the 121 who responded stated they had (this included incarceration in a juvenile 

detention facility, jailor state prison). Taken together, these three measures indicated 

that the majority of clients had some previous contact with the criminal justice system. 

5. Summary 

From November 1985 through August 1986, 128 inmates were recruited into the AEP 

program. The typical client was a black male, 18 years of age, who had served six months 

upon entry into the program. Most lived with their families and did not receive public 

income assistance. Most had not completed more than ten years of schooling and only 

five had completed high school. And, well over half (62%) had held at least one job prior 

to their incarceration on the sample case. 

With respect to criminal history, 70 percent of the clients had a previous arrest 

while 50 percent had been convicted of a misdemeanor or felony. Most prior convictions, 

however, were for misdemeanors. 
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B. Program Participation 

This section examines the extent to which various program services were used by 

those clients who enrolled in the program aft6r release from Riker's Island. Specifically, 

data are presented on the number of post-release contacts with program counselors, the 

number of counseling sessions attended and the number of full-time job referrals and 

placements. For those clients who were placed in a full-time job, information is provided 

on the type of job, salary and length of employment. All data reflect participation in the 

program during thr, first six-months following the date of the first post-release contact 

with a counselor (the reasons for establishing a six-month cutoff date are discussed in the 

next chapter). 

1. Program Contact and Job Placement Inf.ormation 

As part of the orientation, AEP offers clients the option of participating in ten 

group workshops sessions while incarcerated at Riker's Island. Attendance at these 

workshops was generally high. More than half (55.1%) attended all ten sessions while less 

than one-fifth (17.3%) attended five or fewer (Table 13). However, as shown in Table 14, 

36 of the 128 clients (28%) had no contact with the program after their release from 

Riker's Island (these 36 serve as another type of comparison group for the recidivism 

analysis). The median number of contacts for the clients who did enroll was eight and 

the median time from the date of release to the date of first contact was six days (Table 

15). Within ten days of release. 67.1 percent of this group had made contact. 

The median number of counseling sessions attended (defined as a meeting between a 

counselor and client at the VFI office) was three (Table 16). The number of sessions 

ranged from one to 20, however, less than a third (30.4%) attended more than five 

sessions. 
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Nearly four of every five clients (72 or 78%) who participated after release were 

given at least one full-time job referral, while a substantial number received more than 

one (53 of the 72 had more than one referral, Table 17). However, not all referrals 

resulted in a full-time placement. Of the 72 with referrals, 63 were placed within slx

months of their first post-release contact with the program; 34 had one placement and 29 

had between two and five (Table IS). Five clients were enrolled in part-time education 

courses. 

The most common job placement was at a delivery or messenger service where 34 of 

the 63 (55.7%) clients worked (Table 19). The remaining clients were hired as service 

workers (n=l!), laborers (n=S), clerical workers (n=6) or craftsmen (n=2).5 

Salaries for the first job placement ranged from $3.25 to $5.50 per hour, with 

slightly over half (32 or 52.5%) receiving the minimum wage ($3.35). Six clients earned 

$4.00 or more per hour and five were paid a salary ranging from $150 to $210 per week 

(Table 20). 

The mean number of days on the job was 55 whlle the median was somewhat lower 

at 34 days (the higher mean reflected the wide variation in the range: 1 to 253 da ys). 

Furth~r breakdown revealed that 46 clients remained employed for less than 90 days 

while 17 were employed over 90 days (Table 21). 

B. Summary 

Thirty-six of the 128 clients (28%) who enrolled in the AEP program while at 

Riker's failed to establish contact once released. Those who maintained contact did so 

fairly quickly, within five days of release. The median number of contacts between 

client and counselor was eight while the median for counseling sessions was three. Most 

clients (80%) were given a full-time job referral; however, only two-thirds of this group 

5Information on type of job placement was unavailable for two clients. 
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were placed. The majority of job placements were at delivery or messenger services that 

paid clients the minimum hourly wage. Only half of those hired worked more than 34 

days, although 17 clients had employment time totalling more than three months. 

Finally, none of the clients was placed in a full-time school program, although five 

were enrolled in courses designed to prepare them for the high school equivalency exam. 
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CHAPTER III - CLIENT PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAM 

This chapter assesses the extent to which AEP achieved its programmatic goals dur-

ing the first year.6 In addition to this assessment, comparisons are made among four sub-

groups (described below) to determine if there were distinct differences with respect to 

certain client or case characteris~ics. For example, were clients who obtained jobs older, 

better educated or less likely to have a prior criminal record than their counterparts who 

were not placed? 

To determine whether or not first-year program goals were met (as well as for 

other parts of the analysis), clients were assigned to one of four groups according to 

their level of participation in the program. The criteria for assignment were: 

No post-release con.tad with the program within six 
months following release from Riker's (GROUP 1) 
(n=36) 

Placement in a full-time activity for {hree months or 
more (GROUP 2) (n=17) 

Placement in a full-time activity for less than three 
months (GROUP 3) (n=46) 

Enrollment in the program after release but no rull
time placement (GROUP 4) (n=29) 

It is important to note that the data used in this assessment reflect each client's 

program participation for a six- month period, using the date of the client's first post-

release contact with the program as the starting date. A six-month period provided suf-

ficient time for a client to participate in any pre-employment activity before starting a 

job. It also ensured that the clients recruited in the early months did not have a sub-

stantially longer period of time in which to obtain a job placement than those recruited 

later (time constraints made it impossible to choose a final coding date that would have 

6Discussion of the recidivism goal is found in Chapter IV. 
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would have allowed researchers to extend the period beyond six-months). 

In discussions with the program director, we learned that there was no limit on the 

length of time a client could remain active in the program. Under program guidelines, it 

was possible for a client to initiate contact shortly after release, remain inactive for a 

long period, then re-establish contact end be placed in a job. Similarly, a client could 

wait six months before making contact and still be eligible for program services. Thus, 

the reader should be aware that some Group 1 clients may have established contact and 

been placed in a full-time activity after the six-month time frame used in the evaluation. 

A. Were Firct-Year Program Goals Achieved? 

The first goal was to enroll 80 percent of the inmates in the program following their 

release from Riker's Island. The table on page 14 shows that 92 of the 128 inmates (72%) 

were enrolled (Groups 2, 3 and 4). With respect to the second goal - to place 70 percent in 

a full-time activity - the table shows that 63 of the 128 (49.2%) had full-time placements 

(Groups 2 and 3). However, if the placement statistic is based only on those enrolled, the 

percentage placed increases to 68.4 percent (63 of 92). 

To assess the third goal - to have 60 percent of those placed in a full-time activity 

remain in that activity for three months - researchers added the time for all full-time 

activities within the six-month period. Accordingly, if a client had three full-time 

placements, the elapsed time between the starting and termination dates for each 

placement was added and the total figure determined assignment to Group 2 or 3.7 Of the 

63 clients who were placed in a full-time activity only 17, or 27 percent of the total, 

remained for three nionths.8 

7Nearly two-thirds (62%) of the Group 3 clients had only one job placement while the 
remaining third had from two to five placements. For Group 2, approximately two
thirds had from two to five placements and one-third had one placement. 

8Two of the clients who were placed in a job, also were enrolled in the agency's pattern 
grading "job training program. No clients were placed in a full-time school activity, 
although five were enrolled in part-time preparation courses for the high school 
equivalency exam (GED). Thus, assignment to Group 2 or 3 was based on time spent in 
a full-time job. 
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(no post-release contact) 

GROUP 2 
(contact and full-time 
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GROUP AFFILIATION ACCORDING TO 
LEVEL OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 

n 

36 

17 

placement for 90 days or more) 

GROUP 3 46 
(contact and full-time 
placement for less than 
90 days) 

GROUP 4 29 
(contact but no full-time 
placement) 

Total 128 

% 

28.1% 

13.3 

35.9 

22.7 

100.0% 

The table below presents a further breakdown of employment time for Groups 2 and 

3. Nearly two-thirds (63.0%) of the Group 3 clients were employed between one and 30 

days. Of the remaining third, 26.1 percent were employed between 31 and 60 days and 

10.9 percent had between 61 and 89 days. The mean employment time for Group 3 was 

25.8 days. 



GROUP 3 
(less than 90 
days employment) 

1-30 days 
31-60 
61~89 

Total 
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NUMBER OF DAYS EMPLOYED FOR 
CLIENTS WITH FULL-TIME PLACEMENTS 

GROUP 2 
(90 days or more 
employment) 

n % n 

29 63.0 90-120 8 
12 26.1 121-180 6 
5 10.9 181 or 3 

more 

46 100.0% 17 

% 

47.1% 
35.3 
17.6 

100.0% 

For Group 2, nearly half (47.1%) were employed between 90 and 120 days. Of the 

remaining half, 35.3 percent worked between 121 and 180 days and 17.6 percent had over 

six months employment time (caution should be used in interpreting these percentages 

since the total group size was small, n=17). The mean employment time for Group 2 was 

135.4 days. 

Summary 

The data revealed that the AEP program came very close to achieving its first two 

goals. The 72 percent post-release enrollment figure was only eight percentage points 

below the program objective of 80 percent. The difference with respect to the second 

goal was considerably smaller. Sixty~eight percent of the participants were placed in a 

full-time activity, only two percentage points below the program objective of 70 percent. 

However, AEP was not successful in achieving its third objective. Only 27 percent of 

those placed in a full-time activity remained for three months, well below the 60 percent 
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goal intended for the first year. 

Further breakdown of job time for the 17 clients in Group 2 revealed that only five 

had achieved three months (or more) of employment with one job. The remaining 12 

needed between two and five placements to achieve the minimum time required for assig-

nment to this group. 

B. Characteristics of Successful and Unsuccessful Clients 

This section compares the characteristics of clients in each of the four subgroups to 

determine if there were discernible differences between the successful and unsuccessful 

clients.9 Particular emphasis is placed on identifying differences between Groups 1 and 2, 

since by definition these groups were most clearly associated with success and failure. 

Comparison are made for the following variables: age, educational level, previous 

employment, program participation (including the number of contacts and counseling 

sessions), elapsed time betwe~n release and contact., and the number and severity of prior 

con victions. 

1. Age 

The age distribution for the four groups shows a higher proportion of Group 2 and 

3 clients in the younger age categories (16, 17 and 18). Approximately two-thirds of the 

clients in these groups were between 16- and 18-years of age at time of release from 

Riker's. In contrast, about half of Group I (47.2%) and three-fifths of Group 4 (58.6%) 

clients were in the younger age categories (Table 22). 

9The analysis provided in this section is based primarily on descriptive statistics (i.e., 
differences in the frequency distributions for the four subgroups of AEP clients). We 
decided that group totals were simply too small to use inferential statistics (such as a T
test) as the basis for discussing differences among the groups. In interpreting findings 
we remind the reader that Group 2 percentages are based on an extremely small base 
(n=17); thus a difference of only one or two cases could yield quite a substantial shift in 
percentage points. All tables used in this section are found in Appendix C. 
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With respect to program participation, the distribution suggests that the younger 

clients were more likely to participate after release and obtain a job placement than :u,rere 

older clients. The difference is most evident between Groups I and 2. Clearly, those 

considered least successful (Group 1) had the higher proportion of older clients (52.8% vs. 

35.3%). However, age was not a factor in distinguishing those who remained in a job 

placement over three months (Group 2) from those with less than three months on the job 

(Group 3), since the proportion of young and old clients was virtually the same. Those 

clients who participated but were not placed (Group 4) had a slightly higher proportion of 

19- and 20-year-olds than either Group 2 or 3, but a smaller proportion than Group 1. 

2. Educational Level 

The clients with the highest educational level were found in Groups 2, 3 and 4 

(Table 23). As with age, the greatest difference was between Groups 1 and 2. All 17 

Group 2 clients had completed at least 8 grades of schooling compared with 85.3 percent 

.of Group 1. Among the high school grades (9-12), Group 2 also had a higher percentage 

of clients who completed 11 th or 12th grade (23.5% vs. 17.6%). However, when Groups 2 

and 3 were compared, Group 3 had the higher percentage (31.1% vs. 23.5%). Although the 

differences among the four groups were small, on the whole, the clients who obtained jobs 

were slightly better educated. 

Because reading and math tests were not administered to 75 percent of Group 

clients, it was not possible to compare the scores of participants with non-participants.10 

However, among the participants, Group 2 had a higher percentage with high school math 

ability (37.5%) than either Group 3 (16.3%) or Group 4 (16.7%) (Table 24). There was 

little difference in reading scores among the groups; slightly less than half read at the 9th 

lOAlthough some clients were given math and reading tests at Rikers Island, the majority 
took them after release at the VFI office. Thus, the high number of Group 1 clients with 
missing scores. 
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grade level or above (Table 25). 

Although the differences among the groups with respect to these three measures 

were not substantial, there was some evidence to suggest that educational level and 

successful program participation were related. Group 2 clients had more schooling than 

either of the other groups and higher math and reading scores than Groups 3 or 4. 

By comparison, the relationship between successful participation and previous 

employment is more apparent. Approximately 80 percent of Group 2 clients reported 

having held one or more jobs prior to the sample arrest compared to half (51.4%) of the 

Group 1 clients (Table 26). While the percentages for Group 3 and 4 are higher than 

Group 1, 62.2 and 60.7 percent, respectively, they are still about :20 percentage points 

lower than Group 2. It is equally significant that the least successful group (Group 1) had 

the highest percentage of clients who reported never holding a job (48.6%). This finding 

may suggest that the prospect of obtaining a full-time job has more intrinsic value to that. 

segment of the offender population which has had some previous employment and is 

familiar with traditional work situations. Perhaps those who have never held jobs require 

different incentives to insure program participation after release. 

3. Program Participation 

This section addresses the question of whether there were differences among the 

groups with respect to the number of post- release contacts and counseling sessions. Also, 

did Group 2 clients tend to initiate contact with the program sooner than clients in 

Groups 3 or 4? (Group 1 is excluded from these comparisons since its members had no 

post-release contact.) 

Table 27 shows minimal difference in the mean number of contacts among the three 

groups (the mean for each was approximately nine contacts). However, a comparison of 

the distribution among the four categories reveals that Group 4 had the largest percentage 
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in the 16 to 25 contact category (15.4% were in this category compared with 11.1 % for 

Group 3 and 5.7% for Group 2). In contrast, Group 2 clients attended more counseling 

sessions. The mean was 6.5 compared with 4.6 for Group 3 and 3.7 for Group 4 (Table 28). 

The difference is even more apparent when the percentages across categories are 

compared. Nearly half of Group 2 clients (47%) attended six or more sessions compared 

with slightly less than a third of Group 3 (30.5%) and a fifth of Group 4 (20.6%). 

Group 2 clients also initiated contact with the program after release sooner than did 

the other clients. Eighty percent ini tia ted con tact wi thin ten da ys of release compared to 

61 percent for Group 3 and 69 percent for Group 4 (Table 29). The faster time to first 

contact was also apparent in the mean; 9.2 days for Group 2 compared with 17.2 for 

Group 3 and 21.5 for Group 4. 

These findings reveal that the program's most successful clients (Group 2) initiated 

contact sooner and attended more counseling sessions than clients in Groups 3 or 4. The 

differences with respect to these two program measures suggest that time to contact and 

participation in counseling may be related to successful participation. 

4. Prior Criminal History 

This section addresses the question of whether there were distinct differences in the 

criminal histories of clients in the four subgroups. Three aspects of criminal history were 
, 

compared: the number of prior convictions, the conviction charge type of the most serious 

prior conviction (violent felony, felony or misdemeanor), and the conviction charge type 

associated with the sample case. 

Table 30 shows that substantially fewer Group 2 clients h~d prior criminal 

convictions. Seventy percent had not been convicted as of the sample case conviction date 

compared to 45.7, 48.8 and 55.6 percent for Groups 1, 3 and 4, respectively. Clients with 

two or more convictions were most likely to be found in Group 3 (36.6%). Groups I and 4 
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had similar percentages in this category (20 and 18.5 percent. respectively) while Group 2 

had the lowest percentage (11.8%). 

Table 31 displays the conviction type for the four groups (for those with more than 

one prior conviction, the conviction type represents the most severe conviction). The 

percentage of clients convicted of a felony is nearly the same for Groups 1, 2 and 3 

(about 12 %) but somewhat higher for Group 4 (18.5%). Group I had the highest 

percentage of clients with a prior misdemeanor conviction (42.9%) and Group 2 the lowest 

(17.6%). 

When the type of conviction is examined for the sample case a different pattern 

emerges (Table 32). The percentage convicted of a felony is highest for Group 2 and 3 

clients. Nearly 80 percent were convicted of a felony compared with approximately 60 

percent for Group 1 and 70 percent for Group 4. Group 2 and 3 clients were also more 

likely to have been convicted of a violent felony. Slightly less than half were convicted 

of a violent felony compared to one-third for Group 1 (33.3%) and two-fifths for Group 4 

(41.4%). Accordingly, the percentage convicted of a misdemeanor was higher for Groups 1 

and 4. 

Thus, there was a distinct difference among the groups; Group 2 had a much higher 

percentage of clients with no prior criminal convictions. However, when the conviction 

type for the sample case was compared, Group 2 (and Group 3) had a higher percentage 

of violent and non-violent felony convictions. 

6. SUMMARY 

The comparison of the characteristics among clients in the four subgroups produced 

the following findings: 

The more successful clients (Groops 2 and 3) had a higher 
proportion of clients in the younger age groups (16, 17 and 18) than 
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either the non- participants (Group 1) or the clients who 
participated but were not placed (Group 4). There was no 
difference, however, in the proportion of younger and older clients 
for Groups 2 and 3. 

Although the differences were small, Groups 2, 3 and 4 had more 
schooling than the non-participants (Group 1). Notably, Group 2 
math scores were slightly higher than the other groups. 

Group 2 clients reported having held more jobs than the other 
groups. Approximately 80 percent held at least one job prior to 
arrest on the sample case. Notably, Group 1 had the lowest 
percentage among the groups (51.4%). 

There was no difference in the number of post-release contacts 
among Groups 2, 3 and 4. The mean number of contacts for each 
was nine. 

Group 2 clients attended more counseling sessions than Group 3 or 4 
clients. The mean was 6.5 compared to 4.6 for Group 3 and 3.7 for 
Group 4. 

Group 2 clients initiated contact with the program sooner than 
Group 3 or 4 clients. The faster time is reflected in the mean: 9.2 
days compared to 17.2 for Group 3 and 21.5 for Group 4. 

Group 2 clients had substantially fewer criminal convictions prior to 
their arrest on the sample case. Approximately 30 percent had 
prior convictions compared to about half for Groups 1, 3 and 4. 

Group 2 and 3 clients were more likely to be convicted of a felony 
on the sample case than clients in Groups 1 or 4. Notably, about 
half the convictions for Groups 2 and 3 involved violent felonies 
compared to a third for Group 1 and two-fifths for Group 4. 

It is apparent from the above findings that those clients who were most successful in 

terms of achieving program goals (i.e., post~release enrollment and employment for a 

minimum of three months) differed from those who had no post-release involvement. The 

most successful clients had more education, higher math ability, more previous job 

experience and fewer prior criminal convictions. Among the clients who participated in 

the program after release, the differences among the gI'OUpS were less pronounced. 

However, one difference did emerge. The clients who held jobs for three months or 

longer established contact much more quickly than did the clients in the other groups. 

Thus, it appeared that the clients who were most eager to utilize program services (as 

evidenced by their quick contact time) remained employed the longest. 
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Chapter IV - Comparative Recidivism Analysis 

Introduction 

One of the objectives of the AEP program was to have a low recidivism rate for 

participants (see goal number 4, p.3). Administrators contended that a major reason 

offenders in New York City return to criminal activity after release from jail is because 

they are unable to find jobs. The problem of obtaining a job is particularly acute for 

inner-city, minority youth for whom the unemployment rate has been between 30 and 50 

percent for most of this decade. Given that the program's principal task is to provide 

employment counseling, job training and placement to offenders, it is reasonable to hypo-

thesize that those who participate will have a lower recidivism rate than non-participants. 

To test this hypothesis, we compared the recidivism rate for AEP clients to a matched 

comparison group. The comparison group consisted of 211 offenders selected from a pool 

of offenders released from Riker's Island between September 1985 and August 1986. Age, 

charge and prior criminal history were used to match this group to AEP clientsY 

In this analysis, recidivism was measuTed solely by arrest for criminal offenses 

occurring within one year of the person's release from Riker's Island. 12 Rearrest statistics 

were compiled from two sources: CJA's database and the Division of Criminal Justice 

Services criminal history records. Unlike CJA's database, which contains only 

information on arrests in the five boroughs of New York City, the DCJS information 

reports arrests that occur throughout the state, as well as some out-of-state arrests. 

It should be noted that not all offenders were at risk for the full year. That is, 

some were rearrested, convicted and sentenced to incarceration between their release from 

Riker's and the end of the one-year period. Consequently, their time at risk was shorter 

llDetails of the comparison group selection procedures are found in Appendix A. 

12The recidivism data included any arrest for a misdemeanor or felony. Arrests for 
violations or other non-Penal Law offenses were not included in the rearrest rate. 
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than someone who was rearrested but not convicted or sentenced. Because jail admission 

and release dates were not available, it was not possible to extend an offender's at risk 

time by the amount of incarceration time. Thus, the rearrest rates presented here a::e 

probably somewhat lower than the actual rate had we been able to adjust for time at risk. 

The first section of this chapter describes rearrest patterns for the AEP and 

comparison groups and presents data on court outcomes. Rearrest rates are also presented 

for each of the four subgroups to determine if there was a relationship between level of 

participation and recidivism. The second section examines recidivism rates in conjunction 

with other variables such as age, charge and prior criminal history. This section is 

followed by a discussion of the timing of the first rearrest. More specifically, were 

program participants rearrested sooner or later than the comparison group? Finally, the 

last section summarizes the major findings of the chapter.13 

A. RECIDIVISM PATTERNS 

1. Number And Type Of Rearrests 

At the end of the one-year follow-up period, the rearrest rate for th.;t', AEP group 

was slightly higher than that of the matched comparison group; 68.8 percent of the AEP 

clients and 65.9 percent of the comparison group subjects had been rearrested (Table 33). 

The comparison group was more likely to have only one rearrest; 41.7 percent of those 

rearrested had one rearrest compared to 35.2 percent for the AEP group. AEP clients 

were more likely to have two rearrests (42.0% vs. 23.7%); however, the comparison group 

had a higher percentage with three or more (34.5% vs. 22.8%). 

When rearrest rates were examined for the four AEP subgroups, the highest rate was 

found among the clients who did not enroll following release (Group 1, 77.8%). The 

clients who worked three months or more (Group 2) had the second highest rate (70.6%). 

I3The tables for this chapter are found in Appendix D. 
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Group 3 (less than three months employment time) had a 65.2 percent rearrest rate and 

Group 4 (those not placed in any full-time activity) had a 62.1 percent rate. 

Though the subgroup comparison revealed that the participants had a lower rearrest 

ra te than non -participan ts, they were still rearrested a t a bou t the same rate as the 

comparison group. It is also notable that clients who were not placed in any full-time 

activity had a slightly lower rearrest rate than those who received placements. 

AEP clients were also more likely to have been rearrested for a violent felony 

(Table 34). Approximately half (51.1%) had a violent felony as the most severe rearrest 

charge compared to two-fifths (41.0%) of the comparison group. Subjects III both groups 

were equally likely to have been rearrested for a misdemeanor (13.6% and 12.9%). 

Among rearrests in the four subgroups, Group 2 had the lowest percentage of felony 

rearrests (50%) and Group 1 the highest (100.0%). Group 2 also had the lowest rearrest 

rate for violent felonies (25%), while the rate for Group 4 was nearly three times as high 

(72.2%). The violent felony rearrest rate for Group 1 (57.1%) and Group 3 (43.3%) was 

lower than the Group 4 rate but still above Group 2. Thus, although the program's most 

successful clients (as measured by their level of involvement) had the highest rearrest rate 

among participants, they tended to be rearrested for less serious offenses. 

There were no substantial differences in the types of rearrest charges for offenders 

in the two groups (Table 35). The most common rearrest charge was for robbery; one

fourth of the AEP and comparison group rearrests had this as the top charge. The second 

most frequent charge was for drugs; nearly one-fifth of all rearrests in each group 

involved a drug offense. Rearrests for assault were more prevalent for the AEP group 

(14.8% vs. 5.0%), while the comparison group had more rearrests for larceny (18.0% vs. 

11.4%). Notably, three of the rearrests in the comparison group were for murder as was 

one in the AEP group. 

When the Penal Law severity associated with the first rearrest charge was examined, 
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the distribution showed that the AEP group rearrests were for less serious crimes (Table 

36). One-third (33.3%) of the AEP rearrests had a misdemeanor as the top charge 

compared to slightly above one-fourth (26.1 %) for the comparison group. Among the 

felony arrests, the percentage- of A and B felonies (the most serious felonies) was nearly 

the same for the two groups (23.5% and 20.9%) while the percentage of C, D and E 

felonies was higher for the comparison group (53.0% vs. 43.2%). 

Given the above findings, it is clear that participa tion in the AEP program did not 

favorably affect the recidivism rate. While there were small differences in rearrest rates 

for the four subgroups, the rates for the more successful subgroups (Group 2,3 and 4) 

were little different from the comparison group. Furthermore, the clients who participated 

in the program while at Riker's but failed to enroll after release had a substantially 

higher rearrest rate than the comparison group (11.9 percentage points higher). The 

reason for this difference was unclear. 

There was evidence, however, that although rearrests rates for the AEP and 

comparison group were nearly the same, comparison group subjects were rearrested for 

more seric'ls crimes. In fact, when the Penal Law severity of the first rearrest charge was 

examined, the data revealed that three-fourths of the comparison group rearrests were for 

a felony level offense compared to two-thirds for the AEP group. 

2. Court Outcomes for Rearrests 

Thls section presents information on the court outcomes for rearrests occurring 

within the one-year follow-up period. The court status of these rearrests was recorded as 

of September 3, 1987, so that a substantial portion would have reached final disposition in 

the courts. In fact, as of this date 73 of the 88 AEP clients (83%), and 124 of the 136 

(91 %) offenders in the comparison group who were rearrested had at least one arrest 

prosecuted. 
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Table 36 presents conviction information for the most severe convktion charge 

across rearrests (i.e., if a defendant had two rearrests and both ended in conviction, the 

one with the more serious conviction charge was selected). The rate of conviction for 

violent felony charges was only slightly higher for the AEP group (12.5% vs. 10.0%); 

however, the comparison group had a higher rate of non-violent felony convictions (16.6% 

vs. 8.6%). The likelihood of conviction for a misdemeanors was higher for AEP clients; 36 

percent were convicted of this charge compared to 27 percent for the comparison group. 

When only the rearrests were considered, the likelihood of a conviction in the 

comparison group (91 %) was greater than the AEP group (83%). Nearly three-fifths 

(58.6%) of the AEP convictions were for misdemeanors compared to about half (47.5%) for 

the comparison group. The rate for violent felony convictions was slightly higher for the 

AEP group (22.9% vs. 19.5%), while the non-violent felony rate for the comparison group 

was nearly double the rate for the AEP group (29.7% vs. 15.7%). 

3. Sentences Imposed on Reconvictions 

Four-fifths (78.4%) of the AEP clients who were convicted and sentenced as of 

September 3, 1987 received a sentence of jailor imprisonment compared to three-fourths 

(73.9%) of the comparison group. There was minimal difference between the two groups 

in the oth\..!." sentence categories (Table 37). 

Table 38 displays the length of jail sentences for defendants sentenced for 

misdemeanors in Criminal Court. De:~ndants in the comparison group were more likely 

to receive shorter jail terms than the AEP group. Three-fifths (60%) of those sentenced in 

the comparison group received a senten~e u.nder 60 days compared to two-fifths (37.5%) 

for the AEP group. The percentage of AEP clients receiving the maximum sentence (one 

year) was three times as high as it was for the comparison group (14.6% vs. 4.6%). 

Differences between the groups in the length of prison terms meted out in Supreme Court 
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(involving felony convictions) were minimal (Table 39). In fact, the percentage of 

defendants given the longest minimum term (24 months or above) was identical for both 

groups (32.2%). 

B. REARREST RATES FOR AGE, PRIOR CRIMINAL HISTORY AND 
CONVICTION CHARGE SUBGROUPS 

As stated in Chapter I, we were not able to achieve an exact case-by-case match for 

age, prior criminal history or charge. Normally, when samples are not closely matched 

and there is a significant difference .between groups on the outcome measure (in this 

study, the rate of rearrest), additional analyses are performed controlling for certain 

variables which may account for this difference. However, in this study tb.e importance 

of such analyses was mitigated by the fact that the difference in rearrest rates for the 

AEP and comparison groups was minimal (2.9 percentage points) and the groups were 

fairly evenly matched (see tables in Appendix A). Nonetheless, the data below provide 

interesting descriptive information on the rearrest patterns for various subgroups. It was 

also possible that AEP had an impact on recidivism for some defendant subgroups even 

though there was no overall effect. These subgroups were derived from the age, prior 

criminal history and charge variables used to match the comparison and AEP groups. 

1. Rearrest Rates by Age 

To begin with, differences in age distribution of the AEP and comparison groups 

were small (see Table AI, Appendix A). The average (mean) age of the two groups was 

virtually identical, 18.3 years. Defendants 16-years of age comprised the smallest 

percentage in both 16!'QUPS (AEP=8.6%; ComIJarison group=9.0%). The largest difference 

was found among defendants 18-years of age; 28.1 percent of the AEP clients were this 

age compared to 24.2 percen.t of the comparison group. The percentage of 17-and 20-year-

oids was about the same in both groups (approximately 22 and 25 percent, respectively) 
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while there were slightly more 19-year-olds in the comparison group (18.5% vs. 16.4%). 

When the percentage rearrested within groups for the various age categories was 

examined the following differences were evident: 

Among AEP clients, the highest rates occurred for 16-
and 20-year-olds (72.7 and 75.u percent, respectively). 

Rearrest rates were somewhat lower for 17-, 18- and 19-
year-oIds (60.7, 69.4 and 66.7 percent, respectively). 

The highest rearrest rates for the comparison group 
occurred for 16- and 17-year-olds (68.4 and 73.9 percent, 
respectively), while 20-year-olds had the lowest rate 
(58.9%). 

When rates for the two groups were compared (Table 55), the most striking 

cl> ..• .'ferences were found for 17- and 20-year-olds. The rearrest rate for 17-year-olds in the 

AEP group was 13.2 percentage points lower than it was for the comparison group (60.7% 

vs. 73.9%), while for 20~year-olds it was 16.1 points higher for the AEP group (75.0% vs. 

58.9%). Although the rate for 1)- and 20-year-olds in both groups was substantially 

different, the proportion of clients in each of these two age categories was virtually the 

same. Consequently, the small difference in rearrest could not be directly attributed to an 

unequal distribution of ages in the two groups. 

2. Rearrest Rates by Prior Arrest and Prior Conviction 

Attempts to match the two groups on prior criminal justice system involvement were 

not totally successful. As shown in Table (A-2) (Appendix A), the comparison group had 

fewer criminal convictions; 53.3% of AEP clients were not previously convicted compared 

to 62.9 percent of the comparison group. Accordingly, the conviction rate for violent 

felonies, non-violent felonies and misdemeanors was higher for AEP clients, although the 
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differences were small. For misdemeanors, which comprised the bulk of the convictions 

in both groups, the difference was only 3.4 percentage points (33.3% vs. 29.9%). For 

felonies, the difference was slightly larger (6.2 percentage points), with most of this 

difference resulting from convictions for violent felonies (9.2% vs. 4.6%). Thus, as a 

whole, AEP clients had slightly more extensive criminal backgrounds. 

Defendants were more likely to be rearrested when the arrest for the sample case 

was not their first arrest (see table below). The rate for those with a previous arrest was 

approximately 70 percent for both groups. For first arrestees the recidivism rate was 50.0 

percent for the AEP group and 43.3 percent for the comparison group. Similarly, rearrest 

rates were higher Cor defendants with prior criminal conviction (see table below). The 

rate was 75.4 percent for the AEP group and 80.8 percent for the comparison 

REARREST BY PRIOR CONVICTION 
AND FIRST ARREST 

AEP GROUP COMPARISON GROUP 

First 
Arrest 

Yes 
No 
Missing 

Prior 
Convictions 

Yes 
No 
Missing 

(N=IOO.O%) 

(22) 
(106) 

(1) 

(57) 
(63) 
(8) 

% With A 
Rearrest 

50.0% 
72.4% 

100.0% 

75.4% 
68.3% 

100.0% 

(N=IOO.O%) 

(30) 
(177) 

(4) 

(78) 
( 116) 
(17) 

% With A 
Rearrest 

43.3% 
68.9% 

100.0% 

80.8% 
68.9% 

100.0% 

group. However, the difference in rearrest rates between defendants who had been 

previously convicted and those who had not was much smaller for the AEP sample than it 

was for the comparison group. The conviction/no-conviction rearrest rate difference was 

17.9 percentage points for the comparison sample but only 7.1 points for the AEP sample. 

In terms of the criminal justice literature, the above findings are consistent with 
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most studies of recidi vism which show prior involvement in the system to be a strong 

predictor of future criminality. 

When rearrest rates were examined by type of prior conviction (Table 42), the 

highest rate in both groups occurred among those with a past misdemeanor conviction 

(about 80%). Among those convicted of a felony, the rate was lower for the non-violent 

category, although this finding should be interpreted cautiously given the small number in 

both groups with a past conviction for a violent felony (n=5). 

If prior criminal history is considered alone, it is possible that the slightly higher 

rearrest rate for the AEP clients was related to that group's more extensive criminal 

history, especially since the analysis showed that the probability of rearrest in both 

groups was higher among clients with a previous conviction. 

3. Rearrest Rates by Type of Conviction Charge 
Associated with the Sample Case 

Table 43 displays the distribution of conviction charges associated with the sample 

case and provides the percentage of rearrests within the various charge categories. It is 

important to note that in some categories the total number is small, and thus comparisons 

of rearrest percentages should be viewed cautiously. For example, the rearrest rate for 

those convicted of a "harm to persons" charge in the comparison groups was 100 percent, 

however, there were only six persons with this charge. Thus, in the following discussion 

comparisons are made only for the charge categories with a sufficient number of subjects. 

The most common conviction charge for the sample case was robbery; 28.9 percent 

of the AEP group and 35.1 percent of the comparison group had this as the top conviction 

charge.14 Property crimes were second (AEP=24.2%; Comparison group=30.3%) and drug 

14Closer examination of the 37 AEP defendants charged with robbery indicated that 17 
had been charged with a Class B felony. Under the Penal Law, persons convicted of a 
Class B felony may be sentenced to imprisonment for a maximum period of 25 years (if 
the person was previously convicted of a felony, the minimum term is set at 9 years). 
Information compiled on the 17 robbery defendants revealed that only one had a prior 
felony conviction. With respect to sentence, four received a year, five received six 
months and sentence information was not available for eight clients (Supreme Court 
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crimes were third (AEP=17.2%; Comparison group=14.7%).15 Among these three categories 

subjects convicted of a property crime had the highest rate of rearrest; 80.6 percent for 

the AEP group and 75.0 percent for the comparison group. For robbery the likelihood of 

rearrest was higher for AEP clients (64.9% vs. 56.8%), while for drug charges it was the 

same for both groups (64.0%). 

As with age, the slightly higher rearrest rate for AEP clients could not be 

explained by differences in the proportion of defendants in the charge categories with the 

highest rates of rearrest. Though the rearrest rates for robbery or property crime were 

higher for the AEP group, the proportion of clients with these charges was actually lower 

than it was for the comparison group (see Table A-3, Appendix A). 

C. Timing to First Rearrest Within One Year of Release From Riker's Island 

This section examines whether there were differences between groups in the 

amount of time between release from Riker's and the first rearrest. Since the recidivism 

analysis revealed that AEP clients were rearrested at about the same rate as the 

comparison group, we were interested in determining whether participation in the 

program may have delayeci the first rearrest. Given that the level of participation varied, 

time to first rearrest was also calculated for the four AEP subgroups. At issue was 

whether rearrest time was delayed for those who participated more fully. 

As is evident from the mean and median times, offenders in the comparison group 

records were sealed indicating that these eight had probably been given Youthful 
Offender Status). Of the six with a six-month sentence, five were also given probation. 
Of the 74 Comparison Group defendants charged with robbery, 23 were charged with a 
Class B felony. With respect to sentence, six were given a year, three were given six 
months and information was not available for 14 defendants. Two of the three 
defendants with a six month sentence were also given probation. None of the 23 had a 
prior misdemeanor or felony conviction. 

15Property crimes included: grand larceny, larceny, attempted grand larcen y, possession 
of stolen property, attempted possession of stolen property and jostling. 
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were rearrested more quickly than the AEP clients. The mean time to the first rearrest 

was IlB.5 days after release for the comparison group and 133.3 days for the AEP group.16 

The median indicated that half the comparison group rearrests occurred within Bl days of 

release compared to 117 days for the AEP group. The faster rearrest time for the 

comparison group is also reflected in the percentage rearrested within specific 'lime 

intervals, displayed in Table 44. The AEP group had a substantially lower percentage of 

rearrests occur within the first 30 days of release (10.2% vs. 23.7%) and a higher 

percentage in the 91- to lBO-day category (33.0% vs. 16.5%). After the first six months the 

petcentage rearrested was about the same (AEP=28,4%; Comparison Group=30.2%). 

When time to first rearrest was examined for the four AEP subgroups, clear 

differences were observable (Table 45). The clients with job placements (Groups 2 and 3) 

had higher mean and median times than the non~participants (Group 1) and the no-

placement group (Group 4). Half the Group 1 and 4 rearrests occurred within 95 days of 

release (96.5 and 95.0 days, respectively) compared with 114 days for Group 2, and 157 

days for Group 3.17. 

We then sought to determine the deterrent effect of employment on rearrest by 

examining whether the rea.rrests for the clients placed in a job occurred during the 

employment period. This analysis revealed that although two-thirds (42 of 63) were 

rearrested within a year, only six (14.3%) had the rearrest occur during the employment 

period. However, this statistic should be interpreted cautiously since the amount of 

employment time and number of job placements varied among this group. For instance, 

some clients were employed less than one week; hence, the probability of rearrest within 

16The difference in the mean time for the two groups, however, was not statistically 
significant (two-tailed T -test probability= .26). 

I7A difference of means test was used to determined if the differences between groups 
were statistically significant. Results indicated that the differences between Groups 1 
and 3 and Groups 3 and 4 were significant (p=.OI). However, caution should be used in 
interpreting group differences given the small number of clients per group. 
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the employment period was considerably lower than it was for clients who worked longer. 

D. Survival Analysis 

In addition to comparing the percentage of subjects in the two groups who were 

rearrested at the end of the year, we were interested in learning more about the rate of 

recidivism across the entire year. To provide this information we used a methodology 

called "survival analysis." This method measured the proportion of each sample that was 

not rearrested (or survived) across 30-day in tervals. By plotting the mon thl y survival 

rates on a graph, we were able to determine 1) whether the AEP and comparison groups 

were rearrested at a different pace; and, 2) whether rearrests were more likely to occur 

during certain times of the follow-up period. The survival analysis was used to compare 

rearrest rates for the two groups and various subgroups. The subgroups were defined by 

level of program participation (Groups 1-4) and by prior criminal conviction and arrest 

inf orma tion.18 

Figure 1 displays the survival rates for the AEP and comparison groups. As shown 

in the graph, comparison group subjects were rearrested more quickly than the AEP 

clients. In each of the first three months the survival rate was lower for the comparison 

group. The largest differences were found in the first and third months. By the end of 

the first month, approximately 16 percent of the comparison group had been rearrested 

compared to only eight percent of the AEP group. By the end of the third month, the 

margin of difference was nearly the same; 35 percent of the comparison group had been 

rearrested compared to 26 percent of the AEP group. One month later the rates were 

nearly identical; 42 percent for the AEP group and 44 percent for the comparison group. 

After the fourth month the two lines on the graph converge, indicating that rearrest rates 

were similar. Thus, although the rearrest rates at the end of the one-year follow-up 

period were nearly the same for both groups, the survival analysis revealed that the 

18The survival analysis was not conducted with other subgroups given the extremely 
small numbers per group. 
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comparison group rearrests occurred faster, however, this difference was not statistically 

significant.19 

We then examined survival rates for the four AEP subgroups to determine if level 

of program participation had any effect on the pace of rearrests. As shown in Figure 2, 

clients who had no post-release contact (Group 1) were rearrested more quickly than the 

participants (Groups 2, 3 and 4).20 Among the participants, those with a job placement 

(Groups 2 and 3) were rearrested more slowly than those without a placement (Group 4). 

By the end of the fifth month, half the Group 1 and 4 clients had been rearrested 

compared to only 29 percent of Group 3, and 41 percent of Group 2. After the fifth 

month, the slope of the survival curve was less pronounced, indicating that the pace of 

rearrest had slowed. By the end of the tenth month, all of the rearrests in Groups 1 and 4 

had occurred. while for Groups 2 and 3 it took to the end of the eleventh month. When 

the rearrest rates for Groups 2 and 3 were compared with the comparison group, there 

was little difference in the year-end rate, however, comparison group subjects were 

rearrested at a faster pace, especially during the first three months. This finding suggests 

that while a job placement ultimately did not lower rearrest rate, it may have kept some 

clients from being rearrested in the first quarter of the follow-up period. Given that 

most clients did not remain employed very long, this finding has implications for program 

structure. The key to successful reintegration and lower recidivism may lie in the 

development of services designed to keep c1ients employed once a placement is made. 

Figure 3 presents survival rates for the AEP group according to whether clients 

had been convicted of a criminal offense prior to their arrest and incarceration on the 

19The Lee-Desu statistic was used to test whether the overall differences in the survival 
rate for the two groups were statistically significant. This test indicated that the 
differences described above were not significant (D statistic =.236 with 1 d.f., p =.62). 

20The Lee-Desu test revealed that the only statistically significant difference among 
groups was between Groups I and 3 (D=6.52 with I d.f., p =.01). 
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sample case21. Figure 4 displays this same information for the comparison group. 

For the AEP group, the clients without a prior conviction had a slightly higher 

survival rate at the end of the one-year follow-up period than did those with a 

conviction (32% vs. 24%). However, there was only a small difference in the pace of 

rearrests.22 In the first three months the rearrest ra te for the conviction subgroup was 

slightly higher (about five percentage points in each month); from the fourth through the 

ninth month, the rates were nearly the same. By the end of the eleventh month all 

rearrests in both groups had occurred. 

In contrast, the comparison group subjects with priors had a significantly higher 

rate at the end of the year and were rearrested more quickly than those with no 

convictions.23 With the exception of the first month, the survival rate in each of the 

following months was approximately 20 percentage points higher for subjects without a 

prior conviction. 

Figure 5 presents the survival rates for A..t.P clients according to number of prior 

convictions. The categories include clients with no priors, those with one, those with two 

and those with three t<.l ten prior convictions. This same information is presented for the 

comparison group in Figure 6. 

The graph shows that during the first four months the survival rate was notice 

ably lower for clients with the most convictions (3 to 10).24 Differences among the other 

three subgroups were minimal; clients with no convictions were rearrested at about the 

same rate as those with one or two. By the end of the year the rearrest rates for the four 

21For this analysis prior conviction history was treated as a dichotomous variable. 

22This difference was not statistically significant (D =.435 with 1 d.f., p =.5). 

23This difference was statistically significant (D =9.16 with 1 d.f., p =.0025). 

24The difference in survival rates, between the no prior conviction and 3 to lO 
conviction subgroups, however, was not statistically significant (D =1.03, 
with 1 d.f., p =.3). 
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subgroups were high, but they were highest for the clients with multiple convictions. The 

survival rate for clients with no convictions or one (32% for each category) was nearly 

twice the rate for clients with two or three to ten prior convictions (18%). 

The findings for the comparison group revealed a slightly different pattern. As 

with the AEP group, subjects with the highest number of convictions were rearrested at a 

faster pace than the other subgroups. By the end of the second month, well over half 

(62%) the clients with 3 to 10 convictions had been rearrested. In comparison, the nearrest 

rate was 30 percent for clients with one conviction and only 20 percent for clients with 

two or none25. There were also notable year-ef,U differences among subgroups. The 

rearrest rate was highest for subjects with 3 to 10 convictions; over 90 percent were 

rearrested compared to 62 percent of the subjects with no prior cl~minal conviction. For 

subjects with one conviction the rearrest rate was 76 percent, while for those with two it 

was 60 percent. 

Whe,n rearrest rates were examined by prior arrest information, the patterns w(~re 

similar to those observed with the prior conviction data. Figure 7 shows that AEP clients 

with prior arrests were rearrested at nearly the same rate across the time intervals as :the 

no-prior arrest group.26 The biggest difference was found at the end of the seventh 

month where 55 percent of those with a prior arrest had been rearrested compared to 

about 60 percent for the no-prior arr"'st group21. However, by the end of the year the 

survival rates for the two groups were identical (32%). 

25For the comparison group the difference in survival rates between the no prior 
conviction and 3 to 10 conviction subgroup was statistically significant (D=14.1 with 
d.£., p=.0002). 

26For this analysis prior arrest was treated as a dichotomous variable. 

21Differences in survival rates across the entire year were not statistically significant 
(D=.OI with 1 d.f., p=.l9) 

\ 
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In contrast, the comparison group subjects with prior arrests were more likely to 

have been arrested in the follow-up period and were arrested more quickly than the no-

prior arrest group (Figure 8). The graph shows that with the exception of the first month, 

the survival fates in each of the following months was 20 percentage points higher (on 

average) for subjects who had no prior arrests 28. By the end of the year, the survival rate 

for the no-prior arrest group was nearly 50 percent compared to only 24 percent for 

su bjects with prior arrests. 

When the survival rates were examined by number of prior arrests (Figures 9 and 

10), the year-end rates for both groups were highest for clients who had been rearrested 

the most (3 to 14 prior arrests). For the AEP group, clients with one or two prior arrests 

(35 and 30 percent, respectively) had slightly higher year-end survival rates than did 

clients with no prior arrests (28%). For the comparison group, the differences between 

these categories were more substantial. The survival rates for subjects with one or two 

prior arrests were 28 and 30 percent respectively compared to 50 percent for the no-priors 

group.29 

E. SUMMARY - SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 

The survival analysis produced two notable findings. First, it showed that 

although rearrest rates for the AEP and comparison groups were about the same at the 

end of the year, the comparison group rearrests occurred more quickly. More specifically, 

a greater percentage of comparison group subjects were rearrested in each of the first 

three months. After the third month, differences in the rate at which subjects were 

arrested were minimal. 

28The difference in survival rates for the two subgroups was statistically significant 
(D=12.4 with 1 d.f., p=.0004). 

29For the AEP group the difference in survival rates between clients with no prior 
arrests and the 3 to 14 arrests was not statistically significant (D=.OO with 1 d.f., p=.98). 
For the comparison group the difference between these two subgroups was significant 
(D=10.6 with 1 d.f., p=.OOll). 
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Second, the existence of a prior arrests or conviction had a much greater effect on 

the pacing of rearrests for the comparison group. The subjects with a prior arrest or prior 

conviction were rearrested more quickly and had substantially higher year-end rates than 

those with no prior criminal justice system involvement. This was not the case with the 

AEP group where the existence of an arrest or conviction did not greatly affect 

recidivism. 

While the overall findings suggest that program participation had no effect on 

recidivism, there was some evidence that it may have at least delayed arrest, particularly 

among those clients at highest risk of early arrest. Though we are not certain, it is 

possible that absent any post-release participation in the program, the rearrest rates for 

clients with prior criminal histories would have closely mirrored the rates for their 

counterparts in the comparison group. 

F. SUMMARY - REARREST FINDINGS 

The recidivism analysis indica ted that the rearrest rate I'or AEP elien ts grea tty 

exceeded the program objective. While the objective was to have no higher than a 15 

percent rearrest rate for the clients placed in a full-time activity, the actual rates were 

70.6 percent for those with 90 days or more employment and 65.2 percent for those with 

less than 90 days time. The overall rate was about the same as that of a matched 

comparison group; approximately two out of every three persons were rearrested at the 

end of the one-year follow-up period. Among AEP clients, rearrest rates varied slightly 

according to level of program participation. Clients who participated after release had a 

lower rearrest rate than clients who never established contact; however, the rates for 

participants were little different from the comparison group, suggesting that level of 

participation had no effect on recidivism. 

Although there was little overall difference in rearrest rates, comparison group 

subjects were rearrested somewhat more quickly, as evident by the lower mean and 

median times to first arrest and the monthly survival rates. Clients who were placed in 
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jobs had more time between their release from jail and first rearrest than those not 

placed. Thus, while placement did not prevent recidivism it may have at least delayed it. 

This finding is particularly significant in that it reaffirms the importance of both 

providing a placement and keeping the client employed. Other findings from the 

recidivism analysis are summarized as follows: 

AEP clients were more likely to be rearrested for violent felony 
offenses. Slightly above half (51.1%) of the AEP arrests had a violent 
felony as the top rearrest charge. 

Even though more of the AEP rearrests involved violent felonies, the 
comparison groups rearre&ts were for more serious crimes (as measured 
by Penal Law severity). Three-fourths of the rearrests in the 
I,!omparison group were for felonies compared to two-thirds for AEP 
clients. 

Among the rearrests, the conviction rate was high for both the AEP 
and comparison groups (83 and 91 percent, respectively); however, the 
comparison grolip convictions were for more serious crimes. More than 
half (52.2%) the comparison group convictions were for felonies 
compared to two-fifths (41.1%) for the AEP group. 

In the AEP group, 16- and 20-year-olds had the highest rearrest rates 
(72.7 and 75.0 percent, respectively). The rates for these two age 
groups were lower in the comparison group (68.4 and 58.9 percent, ,. 
respectively). 

Rearrest rates were higher in both groups for defendants with prior 
crimina) convictions. Seventy-five percent of the AEP clients with a 
previous conviction were rearrested compared to 80.8 percent for the 
comparison group. Of those with no prior conviction, the rates were 
68.3 and 62.9 percent, respectively. 

Rearrest rates were higher in both groups for defendants with prior 
arrests. Nearly three-fourths (72.4%) of the AEP clients wHh prior 
arrests were rearrested compared to 68.9 percent for the comparison 
group. Of those without a prior arrest, the rates were substantially 
lower, 50.0 and 43.3 percent respectively. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

The purpose in undertaking this evaluation was to determine the extent to 

which the AEP program achieved certain programmatic goals during the first year. 

Three of the goals pertained directly to program participation: How successful was 

the program in enrolling and placing clients in a full-time activity (either a job 

training program, a job or school) after their release from Riker's Island? The 

fourth goal was simply to reduce the likelihood of rearrest; more specifically, to 

have no higher than a 15 percent rearrest rate for the participants who received a 

full-time placement. In compiling and analyzing the data needed to make these 

assessments, we also learned something about the types of clients who enrolled. 

The evaluation then focused on whether there were client or case characteristics 

that distinguished successful from unsuccessful participants. Also, did rearrest 

rates differ among four subgroups (defined by the level of involvement in the 

program)? We elaborate on the findings below and also comment on the policy 

implications of this evaluation. 

STATISTICAL CONCLUSIONS 

We found that the AEP program was only moderately successful during its 

first year. It enrolled 72 percent of the clients recruited at Riker's Island in the 

post-release phase (the goal was 80%) and placed 68 percent (the goal was 70%) in a 

full-time activity. However, the percentage placed in a full-time activity for a 

three-month period was far below the goal of 60 percent; of the clients placed, 

only 27 percent remained on the job for three months or more. The program was 

also not successful in lowering the rearrest rate; two-thirds were rearrested at least 

once within the course of the one-year follow-up period. Moreover, the recidivism 

rate for the AEP clients was slightly above that of a matched comparison group. 

Although the clients who participated after release had a lower rearrest rate than 

the clients who never enrolled, the rate for participants was still the same as it was 
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for the comparison group. 

There was a difference in the speed at which rearrests occuued. The 

survival analysis showed comparison group subjects were rearrested more quickly. 

In each of the first five months the rearrest rate was higher for the comparison 

group. After the fifth month, the rearrest rates for the two groups were similar. 

When time to first rearrest was examined, the data showed that the clients 

who were placed in a job had a higher mean time than those who did not enroll 

after release and those who enrolled but were never placed. The slower reanest 

rate for the job placement subgroups was also evident in the survival analysis; by 

the sixth month of the follow-up period over half of the clients without contact or 

placement had been rearrest compared with 40 percent of those placed in jobs. 

However, by the end of the one-year follow-up period the differences between 

subgroups were minimal and the rates for the plat:.ement subgroups were similar to 

the comparison group. The length of employment time also did not affect rearrest 

in the way one might ha ve expected. That is, the clients with shorter employment 

time (less than three months) were rearrested at a slower pace and had a lower 

overall rate at the end of the one-year follow-u.p than clients who worked longer 

(three or more months). While the reason for this finding was not clear, it should 

be noted that the over-three-month subgroup was comprised of only 17 clients. 

Given this small base, comparisons based solely on percentage differences must be 

viewed cautiously. 

Wh.iIe there was little overall difference in rearrest rates for the AEP and 

comparison group, comparison group subjects were somewhat more likely to be 

rearrested for more serious offenses. Approximately three-fourths of the AEP 

rearrests involved a felony level charge compared with two-thirds of the 

comparison group rearrests. Accordingly, the percentage of rearrests resulting in a 

felony conviction was lower for the AEP group; 38.6 percent compared with 49.2 

percent for the comparison group (these percentages, however, are subject to 
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_change since not all rearrests had reached conviction at the time these data were 

compiled). 

With regard to program participation, there were some notable differences 

that distinguished the successful from unsuccessful clients. Clients who worked 

the longest and thus, by program standards were considered most successful, 

initiated contact sooner and attended mote counseling sessions than did the less 

successful clients. This subgroup also had more previous job experience and less 

prior involvement with the criminal justice system (as measured by number of 

prior convictions). Finally, the successful clients were slightly younger as 

evidenced by the larger proportion of 16-,17-, and 18-year-olds in the two job 

placement groups. 

It is important to bear in mind that the above findings were based on a 

relatively small sample. Thus, it was particularly difficult to make meaningful 

statistical comparisons between the various subgroups of AEP clients. Given the 

small sample size we cannot be certain if the findings from this study would be 

applicable to the current group of participants. Also, it is not uncommon for 

newly created programs to experience problems in the first year which may affect 

intended outcomes. We suspect that the AEP program has undergone changes in its 

second year and that these changes might alter some of the first-year findings. 

POLICY CONCLUSIONS 

Although the reduction of recidivism is an appropriate goal for any 

pro~ram involved in the rehabilitation of offenders, we believe that the 15 percent 

recidivism rate goal set by AEP administrators was extremely low, as the findings 

from two recent studies of recidivism suggest. 

In a study of the rearrest patterns of 537 felony offenders released from the 

Illinois State Prison during a th.ee-month per~od in 1983, the IHinois Criminal 

Justice Information Authority found that nearly half the releasees were arrested at 
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least once during the follow-up period, with 40 percent arrested by the end of the 

eighth month. An evaluation of the Vera Institute of Justice Community Service 

Sentencing Project (McDonald, 1986) revealed that 43 percent of the defendants 

admitted to the community service sentencing projects (ill Manhattan, Brooklyn, 

and the Bronx) were rearrested within six months of s~ntence. Data for the 

Manhattan participants showed that by the end of twelve months the proportion 

rearrested had grown to 69 percent. 

While there are studies of treatment programs that have had lower rates of 

recidivism than the ones cited a bove (these can be found in the correctional 

literature), the programs are most often highly structured, require in-patient status 

and are highly selective in whom they admit. Frequently, offenders with lengthy 

criminal records or known psychological maladies are excluded on the grounds that 

they are too risky or unamenable to a particular treatment modality. The more 

enlightened correctional researchers argue that the probability of success is much 

greater when attempts are made to match treatment program with the needs of 

offenders. They contend that placement in the wrong type of treatment program 

can actually ha.ve adve::se effects on participants. 

In assessing AEP's high rate of rearrest the following points merit 

considera tion: 

1. The program did not have any criteria for selection, other than the 
client be within one month of release. 

2. Information on psychological history was not available to staff at 
intake. 

3. The clients selected for the program were in the age category 
criminologists refer to as the high crime-prone years. 
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Given the program's open admission policy and the age of clients, the 

attainment of a 15 percent recidivism rate would be difficult under the best of 

circumstances. We recommend that if the reduction of recidivism is to remain a 

goal, the rate be brought into line with recidivism findings from recent empirical 

studies of treatment prograins for offenders. 

We also caution against using the recidivism results from this study to 

conclude that employment does not have any effect on criminality. As this study 

revealed, the major problems administrators faced was keeping clients employed 

once placed. Perhaps if clients had worked longer or been paid a higher wage, the 

recidivism rate would have been lower. 

As a result of this evaluation of the Aftercare Employment Program, certain 

findings emerged that have direct polley implications. 

1. Increased Use of School and Job Training Placements 

The data indicated that there was minimal use of school and job 
training placements. As reported, almost all placements were in a 
full-time job. With respect to school placements, we recommend 
that program administrators explore ways to include GED courses 
in the employment plan. While we recognize the difficulty in 
getting clients to work and attend classes, especially if classes are 
held during evening hours, the ability of these clients to obtain a 
competitive job after they leave the program is questionable 
without a high school diploma or basic reading and math skills. 
One approach might be to encourage clients who express interest 
in obtaining their GED to work at part-time jobs. 

For those clients who can not be convinced of the long-term 
importance of a GED diploma, we suggest placement in a job 
training program rather than a full-time job. Since these training 
slots are expensive and limited in number, they should be offered 
only to clients who are genuinely interested in the job for which 
they will be trained and exhibit the qualities necessary to 
complete the training period. 
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2. Support Services During the Employment Period 

Although the program was successful in meeting its goal to place 
70 percent of its clients in a full-time activity, the percentage who 
remained in the activity for a three-month period fell far short of 
the 60 percent goal. While the specific reasons for job 
terminations were not examined in this evaluation, this finding 
indicates the need for support services to assist dients in 
remaining employed once a placement is made. There is some 
empirical support for this recommendation; clients who worked 
for three months or more participated in more counseling sessions 
than did clients with less job time. In providing a more structured 
counseling component, requiring eVents to attend a specific 
number of sessions, program staff would be in a better position to 
identify and address problems likely to affect job stability. 

3. Use of Screening at Intake 

Currently, the AEP staff do not screen prospective clients before 
admitting them to the program. As noted, the only requirements 
are that clients be between tbe ages of 16 and 20, and within one 
month of release. The absence of specific selection criteria at 
intake assures enrollment of some clients for whom this type of 
program is inappropriate. This study showed that the successful 
clients (i.e., those who held jobs the longest) had more previous job 
experience, more schooling, higher reading and math scores, and 
fewer prior convictions than did less successful clients. The 
differences in the characteristics of successful and unsuccessful 
clients suggest that the use of selection criteria at intake may be 
useful in eliminating those persons unsuited for this type of 
employment program. 
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APPENDIX A: SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR COMPARISON SAMPLE 

In order to assess the impact of the AEP program on recidivism rates, the rearrest 

rate for AEP clients was compared to that of a matched comparison group. The fol

lowing section describes the procedure used to select the comparison group and presents 

the demographic characteristics of the two groups. 

Selection Procedure 

In anticipation of using a comparison group in the recidivism assessment, informa

tion was obtained from the Department of Correction on all 16- to 20-year-old 

defendants released from Rikers Island, after serving sentence, from September 1985 

through August 1986 who did not participate in the AEP program. Information in

cluded defendant NYSID, docket and indictment numbers (which were used to link 

cases to CJA's database), top conviction charge, admission and discharge dates, age at 

release and sex. The initial list consisted of of 2,169 defendants. Tilis number was 

further reduced to meet the requirements of the research design, which called for a 

sample of approximately 200 defendant's matched to AEP clients on age, charge and 

prior criminal history criminal history, and released between Novemb 'er 1985 and Au

gust 1986. Several steps were required to select the final comparison sample. 

First, defendants were grouped by age (16 through 20); defendants in each age 

category with a conviction charge that did not match the AEP group were eliminated. 

This step reduced the initial sample from 2,169 to 1,218. Second, the remaining cases 

in each agt;: category were assigned a computer-generated random number, sorted in 

numerical order, and the first one-third in each category were selected (the small 
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number of 16-year-old defendants necessitated selecting all cases in that age category).l 

This procedure reduced the pool of eligible defendants to 409. 

The selection of the final sample was based on prior criminal history; defendants 

whose prior conviction numbers exceeded that of the AEP clients for a given age and 

charge category were eliminated. Hence it was not possible, for 

example, to have a 20-year-old robber with four prior felony convictions if the maxi-

mum number was two for AEP clients in that age and charge category. The number in 

each age category was proportionate to the number in the AEP sample (e.g., 7.4 percent 

of the AEP sample was comprised of 16-year-olds, therefore approdmately 7.4% of the 

comparison group had to be 16). 

The final comparison group was comprised of 211 subjects. Although the varia-

tion in prior criminal history prevented an exact case-by-case match, the comparison 

sample closely approximated the AEP group. From a statistical standpoint, the dif-

ference in criminal hitory was not large enough to skew the recidivism findings; that 

is, one could not assert that the higher or lower rate between groups was due prj Inarily 

to differences in prior criminal history. 

DEFENDANT AND CASE CHARACTERISTICS 

The following tables provide frequency distributions for age, prior criminal his-

tory and conviction charge for the AEP and comparison groups. 

lThe potential pool was narrowed to one-third of the cases in the various age categories 
because of time constraints. Early in the course of the data collection and cleaning it 
was discovered that several of the DOC cases did not have docket numbers. Since this 
identifier was the primary means through which cases were linked in the CJA data
base, the use of larger sample would have produced more cases with missing docket 
numbers and required more extensive search of the database to locate the proper case. 
Also, a one-third sample was deemed large enough to produce cases with the range of 
criminal convictions found among AEP cases. 
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1. Age 

Table A-I shows that differences in the percentage of defendants in the five age 

categories were minimal. In fact, the average age for the two groups was the same, 

18.3 years. Examination of the percentages in each of the age categories reveals tha t 

for the 16-, 17-, and 20-year-old categories, the percentages in both groups are nearly 

identical. The largest difference is found among 18-year-olds, where the percentage 

for the comparison group is 3.9 points higher. The difference for 19-year-olds is even 

smaller; 2.1 percentage points higher for the AEP group. 

2. Prior Criminal History 

Table A-2 shows that in fact there were some differences in the criminal histories 

of the two groups. Most notably, a higher percentage of AEP cli,mts had a criminal 

conviction prior to their arrest on the sample case.2 

Prior conviction rates were high<:r for AEP clients in each of the three conviction 

categories, although the differences were small. For misdemeanors, which accounted 

for most convictions, the difference was 3.4 percentage points (33.3% vs. 29.9%), while 

for felonies it was 6.2 points higher (13.4% vs. 7.2%). Most of this difference was at-

tributed to convictions for violent felonies; 9.2 percent of the AEP clients had a prior 

conviction for a violent felony compared to 4.6 percent for the comparison group. 

2The source of this information was the Division of Criminal Justice Services criminal 
history records. It should be noted that juvenile and Youthful Offender convictions 
are not reported in this source. Hence, the percentages in the "prior conviction" 
category may actually be higher than those listed in the table. 
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3. Case Characteristics: Charge Type and Severity Associated 
with the Conviction on the Sample Case 

Tables A-3 and A-4 present the distributions for the type of conviction charge as-

socia ted with the sample case and the Penal Law severity classification. The three 

most frequent charges in both groups involved robbery, property crime and drug crime. 

More comparison group subjects were convicted of robbery (35.1% vs. 28.9%) and 

property crimes (30.3% vs. 24.2%), while drug crimes were more prevalent in the AEP 

group (17.2% vs. 14.7%). The percentage convicted of "harm to persons" (includes mur-

der, assault and rape) was higher for the AEP group, although the absolute numbers 

were small for both groups (AEP=8; Comparison group=6). 

With regard to the severity of the convictions charge, approximately three-fourths 

of AEP clients were convicted of a felony compared to two-thirds for the comparison 

group. Among felonies, the largest difference is found in the B-felony category (4.8 

percentage points higher for the AEP group); differences in the other categories were 

smali (less than two percentage points). Slightly above a third of the charges in the 

two groups involved a D-level felony and no one was convicted of a Class A felony. 



TABLE A-l 

VCCATlCNAL I=CUNCATICN lNC. 
AFTERCARE PRCi3R.AM EV AluAn rn 

AGE Or DEFENDANT BY S~~PLE 

AEP CCfrlPARiSW 
;iiOP 3!\0J? 

JEfENJ~\i AGE 1'1 % N '5 

----- ----

16 ytAl0 QLO i1 3.6% ;9 S.C% 

17 YEARS OLD 28 2:.9 45 21.8 

13 YEIIlQ OLD 36 23. i S~ 24.2 

19 YEARS OLO 21 ~5 .4 39 :8.5 

20 YEARS OLD 32 25.J 55 26.5 

TOiAL 123 100.0% ?'j .1. ~~G_O% 



TABLE A-2 

VOCATIIJIAL FOJNDATI(] INC 
~FTERCARE PRCGRIIM EVALUATIIJI 

a 
M:6T SEVERE crnVICTICN AS OF THE W1PlE OA::: 

AEP ,Il,'1D :xf.1PARISCN GROJPS 

A.EP GRCUP 

~iHMINAL HISTORY \< <. % 

--
NO PR~Ci~ CCNVICTICNS 54 53.3% 

VIOLENT FELCNY CCNVICTlCNS .. 9.2 
" 

OTHER FELCNY OONVICTICNS 5 4.2 

MISDEMEANOR CCNVICTlCNS 40 33.3 

SJBTOTAL i20 100.0% 

SMtlPLE CASE NOT FCUND 2 

.~P S1EET ~OT AVAILABLE 6 

TOTAL i28 

a 

G."f.lPARISCN 
G~~' 

N % 

122 62.9% 

9 U 

5 2.6 

58 29.9 

194 100.0% 

15 

211 

Source: Division of Criminal Justice Services Criminal History S~~ts. 

" :,\ 



TABLE A-3 

VOCATII1lAL FaJNDATII1l INC. 
AFT~ARE PkmRAM EVALUAT!CN 

SAMP~E OFFENSE TYPE BY SPJ~P~E 

bE? CCMPAR:2CN 
·3i;W? 8~JjJ 

S;lMPLE OF'-8'jS~ N % :-. % 

-----
FiQ35E.RY .,? 

oj, 28.9% 74 35.1% 

3URGLARY :6 12.5 ~. 

,I 10.0 

WEAPCtiS 8 5.3 9 4.3 
a 

1ARM 70 PEZ3{NS 8 6.3 6 2.8 

DruGS 22 17.2 ~; " 
, 

J i't.! 

l:t 
PROPERTY -. j I 24.2 64 30.3 

c 
Cl1ER 6 4.7 6 2.8 

~GTAL ~28 ~Q:: .0% 211 100.0% 

a 
Includes assault, muraer ana race crarges. 

~ 

Includes 1arcer.y, grand larceny, possession of stolen oroperty, 
Jost i lng, att911pted grand larceny and attanpted p:lSSesSi01 

c 

of stolen property. 

fncludes criminal trespass, p:lSsess;on of burglar tools, unauthorized 
use of a vehicle, theft of servives, forgery and escape. 



T.6BLE A-4 

IJCO\TICNAL F(W[l6.TI~ lilt. 
AFTEro\;1E PJ\OORAI.I EVAWAn~ 

SEVERITY Of TfY cctNICTI~ a1ARGE FOR THE SJIWlE ARREST BY SMFlE 

AEP W1PARI~ 

GRCUP GfiOOP 

(}lARGE SEVER ITY N % N % 

BFELQIIY 26 20.3% 31 14.7% 

CFaOO 15 11.7 21 10.0 

DFELOO 46 35.9 78 31.0 

EFaCtff 5 3.9 9 4.3 

A MISDEMEANOR 31 24.2 70 33.2 

BMI~ 5 3.9 2 0.9 

TOTAL 128 100.0% 211 100.0% 
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APPENDIX B 

TABLES 1 - 21 



TABLE 1 

VOCATIctW. FClJNOATICN INC. 
AFTERCARE PRCl3IWI EV ALUA TI Cfi 

RACE OF DEFENO.ANTS 

RACE N % 

BlACK 87 68.0% 

HISPNHC 37 28.9 

4 3.1 

TOTAL 128 100.0% 



- -----
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TASLE 2 

VCCATIct.lAL FaJNDATI(}j INC. 
AFTEl\tARE PRCXJIW!1 EVAWATICN 

AGE OF DEFENDNfL 

.DEFENDftNT AGE N % 

16 YEARS ctD 11 8.6% 

11 YEARS OLD 28 21.9 

18 YEARS CtD 36 28.1 

-,' 19 YEARS OLD 21 16.4 

20 YEARS OLD 32 25.0 

TOTAL 128 100.0% 

MEDIAN AGE= 18 YEARS OLD 



TftBLE 3 

VOCATICNAL FCWDATI(}J INC. 
AFTERCARE PI\mfWlI EVALUATIct4 

DEFENOANT'$ LIVING STATUS 

OEFENOJIl'lT LIVING WITH N % 

ALCNE 7 . 5.6% 

Born PARENT~ 38 30.4 

~nTHER 50 40.0 

(1(lTHER & RELATIV'"!:S OR 
SPOJSE & RElATIVES 5 4.8 

RELATIVES 14 11.2 

RELATIVES & FRIENOO 5 4.0 

FRIEND 3 2.4 

SlatER 2 1.6 

SUBTOTAL 125 100.0% 

MISSING 3 

TOTAL 128 
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TABLE 4 

YCCATICNAl FruNDATI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PROORAM EVAWATICti 

INDICATION' OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

DEFENDANT RECEIVING 
fWLI C ASS 1ST ANCE? N % 

- .. -
YCS 12 9.7% 

NO 112 90.3 

SUBTOTAL 124 100.0% 

MISSING 4 

TOTAL 128 

HOJSEHOLD RECEIVING 
PU8LI C ASS IST.ANCE? 

YES 44 35.5% 

NO 80 64.5 

MTOTAL 124 100.0% 

MISSING 4 

TOTAL 128 



TABLE 5 

VCCA TI ctiAL FOJNDA TIctl INC. 
AFTERCARE PROOR#1 EYALUATIOO 

HlGiEST GRADE OOA.Ol.ETED BY THE DEFENO.ANT 

GRADE CCWLETED N % 

~ 

4TH GRADE 0.8% 

8TH GRAOt 10 8.1 

9TH GRADE 37 29.8 

10TH GRADE 48 38.7 

11TH GRADE 23 18.5 

12TH GRADE 5 4.0 

SJ8TOTAl 124 100.0% 

MISSING 4 

TOTAL 128 

MEl) IAN :: 10TH GRADE 



---- I 

T.ABLE 7 

VCCATICNAL FCWDATICN IOC. 
AFTEJitARE ~ EVAWATIct-l 

* 
MAm SCORES OF DEFEND.ANTS 

GRADE LEVEL N % 

2ND GRADE S 5.4% 

3RO GRADE S 5.4 

4m GRADE S 5.4 

sm GRADE 13 14.1 

6m GRADE 13 14.1 

7m GRADE 14 15.2 

am GRADE 19 20.7 

911i GRADE 7 7.6 

10m GRADE 4 4.3 

11m ffiADE 2 2.2 

12TH GRADE 5 5.4 

aJaTOTAL 92 100.0% 

MISSING 36 

" 'I 

TOTAL 128 

MEDJiW = 7m GRA.DE 

'* 
CORRESPOODING TO GRADE LEVELS. 

'(" , \1' 
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TftBLE 6 

VOCATICNAL F<.WDATI~ INC. 
AFTEOCARE PR03Ri\\! EVALUATIcti 

* 
READING SCORES OF DEFENOiWTS 

GRADE LEVEL N % 

PRE-GRAOE 2 2.2% 

2ND GAADE 4 4.4 

3RD GRADE 5 5.5 

4TH GRADE 8 8.8 

5TH GRADE 10 11.0 

6TH GRADE 7 7.1 

7TH GRADE 6 6.6 

8TH GAADE 8 8.8 

9TH GRADE 10 11.0 

10TH GRADE 6 6.6 

11TH GRADE 6 6.6 

12TH GRADE 19 20.9 

ru3TOTAL 91 100.0% 

MISSING 37 

TOTAL 128 

MEDIPN = 8TH GRADE 
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TABLE 8 

VOCATIctJAL FOONDATIctl INC. 
AFTEOCARE Pfi'03RtIM EV ALUA Tl (1.l 

NUfflER OF PREVWJS Jces 

NUM3ER Of 
PREVlctlS JCES N % 

-.--
1..100 44 57.1% 

2 ..ICES 19 24.7 

3 ..Ices 12 15.6 

4JOOS 1.3 

8JOOS 1.3 

SUBTOTAL 77 100.0% 

00 PREVIClJS ..leas 48 

MISSING 3 

TOTAL 128 



T.ABLE 9 

VOCATICNAL FCWDATICN INC. 
AFTERCARE P!\03R.AM EVAWATICN 

INOICATrCtl OF PREVWJS VCCATIW,L TRAINING 

PREVWJS VOCA TIctIAl 
TRAINING? N % 

YES 24 19.7% 

NO 98 8Q.3 

SJaTOTAL 122 100.0% 

MISSING 6 

TOTAL 128 



TABLE 10 

VOCATI~AL FCWDATIQII INC. 
AFTEFtARE P!\IJ3RAa~ EVAWAn~ 

* 
TOTAL PRIOR ARRESTS FOR AEP CLIENTS 

N % 

NO PRIOR ARRESTS 36 30.G% 

1 PRIOR ARREST 32 26.7 

2 PRIOR ARRESTS 20 16.7 

3 OR MORE PRIOR ARRESTS 32 26.7 

SUBTOTAL 120 100.0% 

S#P..E CASE NOT FOJND 2 

RAP SHEET NOT AVAILABLE 6 

TOTAL 128 

* 
SoJrce: Divisioo of Criminal Justice Services Criminal History 
Sheets. Figures in this table reflect all arrests for felooies, 
misclerreanors and vic 1atiCliS as of tre CO'lvictioo date of the 
sample case. 



TABLE 11 

VOCA TI CW.l.. FOJolDA TI ctl INC. 
AFTERCARF. PR031W1 EVALUATICI'l 

t(lST SEVERE CCM'ICTIClI /JS OF lHE SiIMPlE DATE 
FOR AEP CLIENTS 

CRIMINAL HISTORY N 

NO PRIOR COWICTICHS 64 

VIOLENT FELONY CONVICTIONS 11 

OlHER FElOO CWVICTIOO 5 

MIS~ CONVICTIctJS 40 

SJaTOTAL 120 

SAm CASE NOT FOJND 2 

RAP SlEET NOT AVAILABLE 6 

TOTAL 128 

% 

53.3% 

9.2 

4.2 

33.3 

100.0% 



TABLE 12 

VOCATIOOl. FOJNDATIOO INC. 
AFTERCARE PROOR.AM EVALUATIOO 

* 
INOlCATIOO OF PREVWJS INCAACERA.TIOO 

PREVlaJS IOCAOCEAATlO'JS N % 

YES 55 45.5% 

NO 66 54.5 

SJaTOTAl 121 100.0% 

MISSING 7 

TOTAL 128 

* 
ACCORDING TO CLIENT. 

., 
". 



TABLE 13 

VCCATIctW. FOJNOATIrn INC. 
AFTERCARE PROOfW1 EVALUATIClI 

* 
~ATTEND~E 

IUt3ER OF Sf.SS I CtlS N % 

1 SESSI~ 0.8% 

2 SESSICNS 0.8 

3 SESSlct1S 2 1.6 

4 SESSICWS 14 10.9 

5 SESSlct1S 4 3.1 

6 SESSlrn5 21 16.4 

8 SESSlOO 13 10.2 

9 SESSICNS O.B 

10 SESSlrns 11 55.5 

SJ8TOTAL 128 100.0% 

MEDl,AN = 10 SESSICWS 



TftBLE 14 

VOCATIOOAL FCWDATlOO INC • 
.AFTEIDI.RE POO3RAM EVAWATIOO 

FOLLcw-tJP CCtlTACTS MADE 

NlM3ER OF CCtlTACTS N % 

1 - 5 caHACTS 23 26.1% 

6 - 10 CCtlT ACTS 32 35.4 

11 - 15 cctlTACTS 23 26.1 

16 - 25 CCtlIACTS 10 11.4 

S.l8TOTAL 88 100.0% 

NO CCtiTACTS 36 

NOT AVAILABLE 4 

TOTAL 128 

MEDIAN = 8 CCtlTACTS 



TABLE 15 

VOCATlOOL FOJNDATI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PI\OORftM EVAWATI~ 

NlJ/t8ER OF DAYS BETWEEN RELEASE DATE Ffi'a!I RIKERS M-JD FIRST CCNTACT 
DATE WITH THE AFTERCARE P!\OORI\M 

N % 

1 - 5 DAYS 43 48.9% 

6 - 10 DAYS 16 18.2 

11 - 15 DAYS 3 3.4 

16 - 20 DAYS 6 6.8 

21 - 25 DAYS 3 3.4 

26 - 30 DAYS 2 2.3 

QVER30DAYS 15 17.0 

SJ8TOTAL 88 100.0% 

NO ~TACTS 36 

NOT AVAIlABLE 4 

TOTAL 128 

MEDIAN = 6 DAYS 
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TftBLE 16 

VOCATIOOL F~DATI(Jj II{;, 

AFTERCARE Pl\OORAM EVAlUATICN 

NUMlER OF COJNSELING SESSlctlS 

NUM3ER OF SESSlctlS N 

1 - 2 SESSICN 35 

3 - 5 SESSICNS 29 

6 - 10 SESSIOO 21 

11 - 20 SESSICNS 7 

SUBTOTAL 92 

MISSING/NOT APPllCASLE 36 

TOTAl 128 

folEDIM-J = 3 SESSlctlS 

% 

38.0% 

31.5 

22.8 

7.6 

100.0% 



T.ABLE 17 

VOCATIOOi FWlDATIctJ INC. 
AFTEfiCARE PI\t'GRftM EV AlVAn ctI 

NUM3ER OF FULL-TIME REFERRALS 

NLM3ER OF REFER1W.S N % 

~E 20 21.7% 

1 REFERRAL 19 20.7 

2 REFERAALS 15 16.3 

3 REFERMLS 13 14.1 

4 REFERAALS 9 9.8 

5 REFERRALS 3 3.3 

6 REFERAALS 6 6.5 

7 REFERRALS 3 3.3 

8 REFERAALS 2 2.2 

10 REFERRALS 1.1 

11 REFERAALS 1.1 

SJaTOTAL 92 100.0% 

NO CCNTACTS 36 

TOTAL 128 

MEDIftN = 2 REFER1W.S 



TABLE 18 

VCCATIOOl ~DAn~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PI\mAA\1 EVALUATI~ 

* 
NlJt3ER OF R.ILL -TIlE PLN:OOiTS 

~IIJM3ER OF PLACEMENTS 

1 PLACEMENT 

2~TS 

3 PLACf1.OO"S 

4 PI..ACBelTS 

5 PlACEMENTS 

amOTAl 

NO Pl.AC&ENTS 

00 ~TACTS 

TOT,AL 

* 
INCLUDES MULTIPLE PLACEMENTS 

N % 

-.--
34 54.0% 

16 25.4 

7 11.1 

3 4.8 

3 4.8 

63 100.0% 

29 

36 

128 



TABLE 19 

VCCATIO'IAL FWNMTIctJ lNC. 
AFTERCARE POO3R.AM EVAWATra-l 

TYPE OF FI RST FULL-TIME Pl.ACE/IfNT 

TYPE OF PlACEMENT N % 

ClERICAL 34 55.7% 

CMFTSMEN 2 3.3 

OPEMTIVE 6 9.8 

SERVICE IIORKER 11 18.0 

IJBORER 8 13.1 

ru3TOTAL 61 100.0% 

NO CCt'IT ACTS 36 

~ Pl.ACEMENTS 29 

NOT AVAILABLE 2 

TOTAL 128 



TABLE 20 

VOCATIcmL FCWDATICN lItt. 
AFTERCARE PROORAM EVAWATIctJ 

SAl.ARY OF FIRST FULL-TIME PlACOOT 

SALARY N % 

-.-
$3. 25/HWR 3 4.9% 

$3.35ftl(l.JR 32 52.5 

$3.50 - $5.50/HWR 21 34.4 

$150 - $210J\'/EEK 5 8.2 

SJ3TOTAL 61 100.0% 

NO COOTACTS 36 

NO PLAC8tlENTS 29 

NOT AVAILABLE 2 

TOTAL 12B 



TABLE 21 

VOCATICNAL FOONDATICN INC. 
AFTEI\CARE P!i'CGRAM EV AWA TI QIl 

NUMlER OF EttrulMNT DAYS FOR THOOE PLACED 

N % 

1 - 30 DAYS 29 46.0% 

31 - 60 DAYS 12 19.0 

61 - 89 DAYS 5 7.9 

90 - 120 DAYS 8 12.7 

121 - 180 DAYS 6 9.5 

181 - 253 DAYS 3 4.8 

TOTAL 63 100.0% 

(/lEAN) 55.4 

(MEDIAN) 34.0 



APPENDIX C 

TABLES 22 - 32 



TABLE 22 

VOCATICllAL ~(\<\TI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PROGR~ EVALUATION 

AGE OF DEFEND.ANT AT RELEASE 
BY CATEOORIES OF AEP CLIENTS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF PARTICIPATlCN 

OOJP 1 GlWP 2 GfUJP 3 GRaJp 4 

NO POOT RELEASE JCS PLACEMENT FOR JCS PLACEMENT FOR POOT RELEASE ~TJlCTS, ruT 
WlTACTS 90 DAYS OR /oORE LESS THAN 90 DAYS NO RJLL -TIME JCS PLACE/lIENT 

N3E AT ARREST N % N % N % N % 

16 YEARS etD 2 5.6'% 3 11.6% 3 6.5% 3 10.3% 

11 YEARS OLD 7 19.4 3 11.6 10 21.1 8 21.6 

18 YEARS OLD 8 22.2 5 29.4 11 31.0 6 20.1 

, 
19 YEARS OlD 9 25.0 2 11.8 5 10.9 5 11.2 

20 YEARS etD 10 21.8 4 23.5 11 23.9 7 24.1 

TOTAL 36 100.0% 17 100.0% 46 100.0% 29 100.0% 



TABLE 23 

VCCATICNAL FOONOATIO'l INC. 
AFTERCARE PROO.'W1 EVALUATIO'l 

HIG/EST GRADE a:wt.ETEO BY AEP CliENTS 
BY CATEOORIES OF AEP CLIENTS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF PARTICIPATIOO 

GmJP 1 GRIllP 2 GROJP 3 GmJP 4 

NO POOT REWSE JOO PlACOOH FOR JOO PlACEMENT FOR POOT RELE.ASE CCNTACTS, BUT 
CCNTACTS 90 DAYS OR r1)RE LESS Tl1m 90 DAYS NO FULL-TIME JOO PLACEltENT 

HIG/EST 
GRADE N % N % N % N % 

----
4TH - 8TH GRADE 5 14.7% 0 0.0% 3 6.7% 3 10.7% 

9TH GRADE 13 38.2 4 23.5 11 24.4 9 32.1 

10TH GRADE 10 29.4 9 52.9 17 37.8 12 42.9 

11TH GRADE 5 14.7 3 17 .6 12 26.7 3 10.7 

12TH GRADE 2.9 5.9 2 4.4 3.6 

SUBTOTAL 9TH - 12TH GRADE 29 85.3% 17 100.0% 42 93.3% 25 89.3% 

SU8TOTAL ALL GRADES 34 100,(1% 17 100.0% 45 100.0% 28 100.0% 

NOT AVAILABLE 2 0 

TOTAL 36 17 46 29 

J ,'~ • 



MAlliSCOOE 

1ST - 8TH GRADE 

9lli - 12TH G~.Dt 

SUBTOTAL 

NOT AVAIIJBLE 

TOTAL 

(!£AN) 

~---------- ---~--

T~LE 24 

VCCATIcw.t. ~DATIQ\! INC. 
~FTERCARE ?ROORAM EVA!.UATI~ 

MA.IH SCORES OF AEP CLIENTS 
BY CATEOORIES OF AEP CLIENTS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF PARTICIPATI~ 

GOOJP 1 GOO..IP 2 GOOJP 3 

NO PCET RElEA..GE Jal PlACEMENT FOR Jal PlAC8rlENT FOR 
~TACTS 90 DAYS OR /lORE LESS TIW'l 90 DAYS 

N % N % N % 

7 87.5% 11 64.7% 36 83.7% 

12.5 6 35.3 1 16.3 

8 100.0% 17 100.0% 43 100.0% 

28 0 3 

36 17 46 

U 6.6 

GRaJP 4 

PCET RElEASE ~T ACTS, BUT 
NO FULL-TIME Jal PlJI.CEmiT 

N % 

20 83.3% 

4 16.7 

24 100.0% 

5 

29 

6.9 



TABLE 25 

VOCATI~AL FCWDATI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PI\'03WtI EVAWATIctl 

READING SCORES OF AEP CLIENTS 
BY CATEOORIES OF AEP CLIENTS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF PARTICIPATIctl 

GRCUP 1 GfiOJP 2 GRO.lP 3 GRaJP 4 

NO POST RELEASE JOO PLACEMENT FOR JOO Pl.ACE1fNT F~ POST RELEASE WJTACTS, BUT 
~T.bCTS 90 DAYS OR /tDRE LESS iJ1.6N 90 DAYS NO RiLL-TIME JOO PlACEMENT 

READING SCORE N % N % N % N % 

1ST - 8TH GRADE 7 87.5% 9 52.9% 22 51.2% 12 52.2% 

9TH - 121li GRAOE 12.5 8 47.1 21 48.8 11 47.8 

SJ8iOTAL 8 100.0% 17 100.0% 43 100.0% 23 100.0% 

NOT AVAIlABLE 28 0 3 6 

TOTAL 36 17 46 29 

(MtJIN) 8.3 8.0 7.2 



----------------------~~' -------------

TABLE 26 

VOCATIOOl FOJNDATIctl INC. 
AFTERCARE PR03AA\1 EVALUATI~ 

MMlER OF PREVIaJS JCES 
BY CATEOORIES OF AEP CLIENTS ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF PARTICIPATI~ 

GIiUlP 1 GROlP 2 GROlP 3 GIiUlP4 

/() R'6T RELE.ASE JOO MOOT FOR JOO PLACEMENT FOR POOT Rlli.ASE ~TACTSr BUT 
~TACTS 90 DAYS OR r.DRE LESS THiW 90 DAYS NO FULL -TIr.f JOO PLACEMENT 

tiIMlER OF 
PREVIWS JCES N % N % N % N % 

NO PREVIOJS JCES 17 48.6% 3 17.6% 17 37.8% 11 39.3% 

lOR 1m 18 51.4 14 82.4 28 62.2 17 60.7 

SJ8TOTAL 35 100.0% 17 100.0% 45 100.0% 28 100.0% 

NOT AVAIlABLE 0 

TOTAL 36 17 46 29 



TASLE 27 

VOCATIOOL FruiDATI(}I INC. 
AFTERCARE ~ EVALUA TICN 

NtM:lER OF PCGT-RELEASE CCNTACTS BY GIiOOP 

GIiOOP 2 GRa.lP 3 GRa.lP 4 

JCE P\.ACEleT FOR JCE P\.ACtM'CNT FOR PCGT R8.EASE CCNTACTS, SUT 
90 DAYS OR f.)JRE LESS TH.AN 90 DAYS NO RJLL-TIME JCE PLACEMENT TOTAL 

I; 

N % N % N % N % 

1 - 5 CCNTACTS 5 29.4% 12 26.7% 6 23.1% 23 26.1% 
, 

6 - 10 CCNTACTS 6 35.3 16 35.6 10 38.5 32 36.4 

11 - 15 CCNTACTS 5 29.4 12 26.7 6 23.1 23 26.1 

16 - 25 rolT ACTS 5.9 5 11.1 4 15.4 10 11.4 

SUBTOTAL 17 10D.0% 45 100.0% 26 100.0% 88 100.0% 

NOT AVAILft8LE 0 3 4 

TOTAL 17 46 29 92 

(fofftN) 6.9 9.2 9.5 

NO PCGT-RELEASE CCNTACTS 36 

TOTAL 128 



GRCtJP 2 

JOO PLAWlENT FOR 
90 DAYS OR m 

N % 

1 SESSlctI 0 0.0% 

2 - 5 SfSS I em 9 52.9 

6 - 9 SESSIONS 4 23.5 

10 - 20 SESSlOO 4 23.5 

TOTAL 17 100.0% 

(MElIN) 6.5 

TABLE 28 

VOCATICNAL FOl'IDATICN INC. 
AFTERCARE PIi{X3AA'tI EV ALUA TI ~ 

NlJr.BER OF POST-RELEASE COONSELING SESSIONS 
BY cro!P 

GRCtlP 3 GROUP 4 

Ja3 PlACEMENT FOR POST RELEASE C(NfACTS, BUT 
LESS l1lN-l 90 DAYS NO FULL-TIME JOO PlJ.CE1IfNT 

N % N % 

10 21.7% 7 24.1% 

22 47.8 16 55.2 

9 19.6 5 17.2 

5 10.9 3.4 

46 100.0% 29 100.0% 

4.6 3.7 

00 POST RELEASE CCNTACTS 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

N % 

17 18.5% 

47 51.1 

18 19.6 

10 10.9 

92 100.0% 

36 

128 



TABLE 29 

VOCATICNAL FOONDATIQ\l INC. 
AFTERCARE ~ EVAWATIai 

M..M:lER OF DAYS BETWEEN RIKERS RELEASE AND FIRST WlTACT BY GRaJp 

GOOJP 2 GOOJP 3 GRruP 4 

Jill PlACEMENT FOR Jill Jl1..;l£;8ENT Fm POOT RELEASE CCNTACTS. BUT 
90 DAYS OR f()RE LESS TH.bN 90 DAYS NO FULL -TIItE Jill PLACE/IOO TOTAL 

N % N % 

1 - 10 DAYS 13 81.3% 28 60.9% 

11 - 30 DAYS 2 12.5 8 17.4 

* 
31 OR /IDRE 6.3 10 21.7 

SUBTOTAL 16 100.0% 46 100.0% 

NOT AVAI1.A8LE 0 

TOTAl. 17 41i 

(1Q'l) 9.2 17.2 

* 
Foor cliB1ts in this category took over 100 days to rTl3ke CO'ltact. 
Three were in graJP 4 ~ their times were 111, 124 and 127 days 
respectively. The foorth was in graJP 3 and had a till'S of 133 days. 

N % N % 

18 69.2% 59 67.0% 

4 15.4 14 15.9 

4 15.4 15 17.0 

26 100.0% 88 100.0% 

3 4 

29 92 

21.5 

NO PCGT-RElEASE WlTACTS 36 

TOTAl. 128 



TABLE 30 

VOCATIOOAL FOJNOATIOO INC. 
AFTEI\CARE Pro3RMI EVAWATIa-l 

* 
TOTAL rtM3ER Of PRIOR cctNICTIOO ftS OF THE S!M'lE ARREST BY GlUJp 

GRalP 1 GRalP 2 GRCUP 3 GRCUP 4 

NO POST RELEftSE JOO PLACEMENT FOR JOO PLACEffiIT FOR POST RELEftSE CCNr ACTS, BUT 
C(}lTACTS 90 DAYS OR /lORE LESS lHI>N 90 DAYS NO RJLL ~ TIME J(]3 PLACEMENT 

N % N % N % N % 

00 CCNVICTICNS 16 45.7% 12 70.6% 20 48.8% 15 55.6% 

1 cctNICTICN 12 34.3 3 17.6 6 14.6 25.9 

2 - 10 cctNICTICNS 7 20.0 2 11.8 15 36.6 5 18.5 

SJ8TOTAL 35 100.0% 17 100.0% 41 100.0% 27 100.0% 

5A'RE CftSE OOT FaJND 0 0 

AAP SiEET OOT AVAILABLE 0 0 4 2 

TOTAL 36 17 46 29 

* 
Sa.irce: Divisim of Criminal Justice Ser'fiC€S, Criminal History Si'eets. 



TABLE 31 

VOCA TICNAL FOJIDA TI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PROOR.AM EVALUATI~ 

/!03T SEVERE PRIOR CCflVICTICN BY GROOP 

GRIlIP 1 GRaJp 2 GRO..lP 3 Gfi{'UP 4 

NO POOT RELEASE Joo PlACEMENT FOR JOO PLACEIralT FOR POOT RELEASE CCflTACTS, BUT 
CCflTACTS 90 DAYS OR ~RE LESS ll-IAN 90 DAYS NO RJLL -TIME J03 PL4COOT 

N % N % N % N % 

--
NO CCtNIC~iCNS 16 45.7% 12 70.6% 20 48.8% 16 59.3% 

VIOLENT moo CCflVICTI~ 2.9 2 11.8 5 12.2 3 11.1 

NCN-VIOlENT moo CCflVICTI~ 3 8.6 0 0.0 0 0,0 2 7.4 

MI~ CCflVICTI~ 15 42.9 3 17.6 16 39.0 6 22.2 -

SUBTOTAL 35 100.0% 17 100.0% 41 100.0% 21 100.0% 

SftWlE CASE NOT FOJND 0 0 

RAP SiEET NOT AVAILABLE 0 0 4 2 

TOTAL 36 11 46 29 



~-~-------- --------------

TABLE 32 

VOCATIOOL FrulDATI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PI\Il3RAM EVALUATI~ 

S,AMPlE CASE IXtNICnfll TYPE BY GRO..!I> 

GRaJ? 1 GRa.1P 2 GRO..!P 3 GRa.1P 4 

NO POOT-RELEASE JOO PLACEMENT FOR JOO Pl.AWfNT FOR POOT RELEASE ~TACTS, BUT 
comers 90 DAYS OR m LESS TIi.AN 90 DAYS NO FULL-TIME JOO PlACEMENT 

N % N % N % N % 

VIOlENT moo ~'VICTI~ 12 33.3% 8 47.1% 22 47.8% 12 41.4% 

~-V[C1ENT FBmY caNICTI~ 10 27.8 6 35.3 14 30.4 8 27.6 

MISWEftNOR COOVICTI~ 14 38.9 3 17.6 10 21.1 9 31.0 

TOTAL 36 100.0% 17 100.0% 46 100.0% 29 100.0% 



APPENDIX D 

TABLES 33 - 45 



GIUIP I (WJP 2 

00 IU5T RELEA5E JOO I'I...ICOOT f{)R 

crnTACTS IDlE UlAN 90 DAYS 
TOTAl tUBER a b 
OF REARRESTS N % % II % % 

1 REARREST 25.0% 32.1% 23.5% 33.3% 

2 REARRESTS 9 25.0 32.1 41.1 66.1 

3 REARRESTS 6 16.7 21.4 0 0.0 0.0 

4 - 9 REARRESTS 11.1 14.3 0.0 0.0 

SlITOTAl 28 71.8'i; 100.0% 12 70.6% 100.0% 

NO REARRESTS 22.2 5 29.4 

TOTAL 36 100.0% 17 100.0% 

a 
Percentage of a 11 CilSes. 

b 
Percentage of tf'OSe with a rearrest. 

T,!BLE 33 

VOCATlOOAL RWDATIOO lilt. 
mOORE PfmIAII EVAWAflOO 

TOTAL IMBER OF REARRfSTS Fffi AEP CLIENTS PND THE OWARISGI GRUlP 

OOlP 3 OOlP 4 

JOO Pl.J..C8.BiT f{)R IU5r RELEA5E comeTS. OOT 
LESS lWN 90 DAYS NO AllL-Tl/£ JOO Pl.ACflIENT 

II % % II % % 

13 28.3% 43.3% 17.2% 21.8'i; 

12 26.1 40.0 21.6 44.4 

6.S 10.0 3.4 5.6 

4.3 6.1 13.8 22.2 

30 65.2% 100.0% 18 62.1% 100.0% 

16 34.8 11 37.9 

46 100.0% 29 100.0% 

o . 

GRUlP 5 

51JTOTAl CCK'ARISGI 
AEP SllWLE OOlP 

N % % N % % 

31 24.2% 35.2% 58 27.5% 41.1% 

31 28.9 42.0 33 15.6 23.1 

10 7.8 11.4 25 11.8 18.0 

10 1.8 11.4 23 10.9 16.S 

8S 6S.8'i; 100.0% 139 65.9% 100.0% 

40 31.3 12 34.1 

128 100.0% 211 10D.0% 



~-:,. . 

TNlLE 34 

lruTlrnAL FruiDATH.ll IOC. 
AFTERCARE PROOIWI EVAlUATloo 

SEVERITY Cf Tex> REAR!1EST 0lmlE Fffi AfP QIENTS NlO THE C(MlARl~ OOIP 

IIDJP 1 GROOP 2 GROOP 3 GROOP 4 GROOP 5 

00 rolT RELEASE Joo Pl.ACOOlT fOR Joo f'LoI,C9ofIlT fOR rolf RElEASE COlT ACTS, BUT IDlTOTAl O:WARI~ 

OOlTACTS It:lflE lIWl 90 DAYS. LESS lIWl 90 DAYS 00 RJll-TlIE Joo PI.J.COOfT AfP SN4'I.E GROOP 
a b 

N % % N % % N % % N % % N % ~ N % % " 
-------

ViOlENT mooy 16 44.4% 57.1% 17.6% 25.0% g 28.3% 43.3% 13 44.8% 72.2% 45 35.2% 51.1% 57 27.0% 41.0% 

I(N-VICtiNT FEl.Ctif 12 33.3 42.9% 17.6 25.0% 12 26.1 40.0% 13.8 22.2% 31 24.2 35.2% 64 30.3 46.0% 

MlSWfANQR 0.0 0.0% 35.3 50.0% 10.9 16.7% 3.4 5.6% 12 9.4 13.6% 18 8.5 12.9% 

rulTOTAL 28 17.8% 100.0% 12 70.6% lOD.O% 30 65.2% 100.0% 18 62.1% 10~.0% 88 68.8% 10a.0% 139 65.9% 100.0% 

00 REARRESTS 22.2 29.4 16 34.8 11 37.9 40 31.3 72 34.1 

TOTAl. 36 100.0% 17 100.0% 46 100.0% 29 100.0% 128 100.0% 211 100.0% 

a 
Percmtage of all cases. 

b 
Percaltag!! of tlIEEl with a rearrest. 



c-- - - - ----

TABLE 35 

VCCATICNAL FrutDATICN INC. 
AFTERCARE PROOAA\I EVAWATICN 

PENAL LAW ARTICLE Cf I(lST SEVERE ARREST ~ ACRffiS REARRESTS 
BY SAWlE 

WPARISCN 
ftfP OOJP G!iU.lP 

N % N % 

ROOBERY 22 25.0% 34 24.5% 

MJGS 11 19.3 25 18.0 

BUl\\3LARY 13 14.8 16 11.5 

ASSNlLT 13 14.8 7 5.0 

lARCENY 10 11.4 25 18.0 

\'lE.A.PIJlS 2 2.3 4 2.9 

PROPERTY 8 9.1 19 13.1 

RAPE 2 2.3 0.7 

~lJRDER 1.1 3 2.2 

OThER 0 0.0 5 3.6 

SJ8TOTAl 88 100.0% 139 100.0% 

NO REARRESTS 40 72 

TOTAL 128 211 



------------------------------------------~-----------------------I 

T/IBLE 36 

VOCATIOOAL FCWDATICN INC. 
mERCAAE POO3RAM EVAWATI~ 

PENAL LAW SEVERITY OF TOP ARREST CHARGE CN THE FIRST REARREST 
BY 5.AWl..E 

txWARISCtI ~f'. 

AEP GlUiP GliWP f.~: 
~7"" .... 

N % N % 

A & B FELCNIES 19 23.5% 28 20.9% 

C FaQW 9 11.1 19 14.2 

D FaQW 17 21.0 35 26.1 

EFELCNY 9 11.1 17 12.7 

MIS!:lE1tEftNORS 27 33.3 35 26.1 

alBTOTAL 81 100.0% 134 100.0% 

SEVERITYijIlmJifl 5 

NO REARRESTS 40 72 

TOTAL 128 211 



a 
Percentage of all cases. 

b 
Percentage of tlllse wi th a rearrest. 

t 
~ 

" 

TABLE 37 

'.OC4TIrnAL Fru/MTlCN It«:. 
AFTEr£AAE ~ EVAWAT/CN 

)(ST SEVERE OO1VICTICN moo: JamS REARRESTS fOR AfJl QIENTS .AND THE aM'ARI!nI GlUiP 

II 
I 



TABLE 38 

VCCATICNAL FOJIOATI~ INC. 
AFTERCARE PROGR4M EVALUATI~ 

r.r.GT SEVERE StNTEOCE ~ ft.N( REARREST BY SNfPl.E 

OOtPARISCN 
ill Gl\UJp Gl\UJP 

N % N % 

l~lPRISQ\lflENT G'lLY 51 73.9% 91 78.4% 

PROOATI~ ~LY 1.4 3 2.6 

I/lPRlm!fNT & PkIllATICN 2 2.9 4 3.4 

FINE ~LY 1.4 0.9 

FINE OR It.PRI~T 4 5.8 5 4.3 

a::NDITICNAL DISJlARGE 4 5.8 5 4.3 

TIrE SERVED 6 S.7 7 6.0 

SU8TOTAL 69 100.0% 116 100.0% 

StNTENCE/CASE PENDING 11 9 

NO CCM'ICTIOO 6 9 

NO REARRESTS 40 72 

SENTENCE NOT AVAILABLE 2 5 

TOTAL 128 211 



TIME SERVED 

o - 60 DAYS 

T.ABLE 39 

VOCATlOOL FCWDATICN INC. 
AFTEl\{'.ARE Pm3RAJt1 EVALUAHCN 

LOOGEST .AK.UNT OF JAIL TI~ Ir.roiED ACROOS CRIMINAL COJRT 
REARRESTS BY SAWLE 

~PARISCN 

AEP Gl\OJP GRCUP 

N % N % 

9 18.8% 9 13.8% 

18 37.5 39 60.0 

61 - 270 DAYS 14 29.2 14 21.5 

1 YEAR 14.6 3 4.6 

TOTAL 48 100.0% 65 100.0% 



TABLE 40 

VlXATIOOl ~OATICN INC. 
AFTERCARE PROGRAM EVALUATICN 

* 
lQ\IGEST AI"WNT OF PRlSeN TIr.E IWOOED ACRCGS SUPREME COJRT 

REARRESTS BY SAMPlE 

CCftiPAR I SeN 
AEP GOOJP GOOJP 

N % N % 

iIME SERVED 3.6% 0 0.0% 

12 ~THS OR lESS 12 42.9 29 49.2 

16 r.nlTHS 0 0.0 2 3.4 

18 t(NTHS 6 21.4 9 15.3 

24 r.nlTHS OR ftDRE 9 32.1 19 32.2 

TOTAl 28 100.0% 59 100.0% 

* 
Too sentence categories in this table represent too minirrun aJ1O.lI1t 
of tiroo CYl a1 indeterminate sentence. 



"pBLE 41 

VCCAT[CNAL :=CIJ~CA:rCN INC. 
AnRCA~c P~CGRA,'" EVA~t;;lT!8N 

AEil G~O.i? CC.MPARISCN GRctP 

% "';iTh A % \~I::'" .6 

(N=IGJ.G%) ~EARKEST ;~=~QJ.~%) ~E.cRREST 

---- ---- ---
;3 YEA.RS OLD (11) 72.7% (:9) 68.4% 

17 YE6R3 OLD (28} 60.7% (45 ) 13.9% 

~8 YEARS CLD (35) 59.4% 5: .' 04.7% 

19 YE4RS OLD (21) 56.7% (39) 66.1% 

2J YEARS OLD (32) 75.G% (55) :;8.9% 

7"OTAL ( ~2a) 63.8% (211) 65.9% 

L 



TABLE 42 

VCCATICNAL FaJNDATICN INC. 
AFTEI\(ARE PRCGRMl EVALUATiIJl 

REARREST BY YiliT SEVERE PRIOR CCNVIcnCN AND S,A,"lPLE 

AEP GROJP lfJ!lPARISCN Gf;l')ji' 

% wITH ~ % WI11i A 
(N=100.0%) RE~RREST (N=lCD.O%) REARREST 

NO PRIOR CCNVrCTIIJIS (64) 68.8% ( 122) 53.9% 

v'IDLENT FE~CNY CCNV!CTI(}J (11) 72.7% (9) 66.7% 

NCN-VIOLENT FaCNY CCNVICT:fll (5) 2il.0% (5) 60.0% 

MISDEMEANOR CCNVICTICN (40) 82.5% (58) 84.5% 

SJ8TOTAL (120) 71.7% (194 ) '3. i% 

SAMPLE C~SE NOT ~OUND (2) 100.0% (1) 100.0% 

RAP ~HEET NOT AVAI1.A8L~ (6) O.C% (16) 12.5% 

-:-OTAL ( 128) 68.8% (211 ) 65.9% 

I 

I:), 



TABLE 43 

VOCATIlJiAL FaJNDATirn INC. 
AFTE~ARE Pi'OORA"I E'{ALuA'":CfI 

;EARREST BY SA\iPLE .JFFENSE AND SAMPi..t 

AEP GRruP CQ'llPARISCN 8i\Qo 

% WITH A 
(:-J::;CJ.G%) RE4RREST 

-----

f\(B6ERY (31) 54.9% 

BURGLARY :1'" \ lO,., 68.8% 

~IE4PCNS (8) 50.0% 
a 

HAR-l TO ?EKSCNS (8) BUtt 

Oi\tm (22) 63.6% 
0 

P2QPERTY (31) 80.5% 
c 

~~'~R IjiM:. (6) 83.3% 

TOTAL (128) 58.8% 

a 
;~cludes assauit. [Urder ana rape charges. 

b 

InCludes larceny. grand iarceny, possession of stolen property, 
jostiing, attEillptro grana 'Iarcenyana attEillpted JXlSsess;on 
af stc 1 en oroperty. 

lr.C1udes cri~inal trespass, JXlSsession of burglar tools, unauthor;zeo 
use of a vehicle, theft of services, forgery and escape. 

% .-i:~1 4 
(N::1GC.G%) iEARr:ES7 

----
(74) 56.3% 

(21) 7i.4% 

(9) <14.4% 

(6) ::n.G% 

(31) 54.5% 

(64 ) ... ,.. .. ~ 
tJ.I. .. ~ 

(6) 55.~% 

(211) 65.9% 



T.ABLE 44 

VOCATrCNAL FOJNOATrCN INC. 
AFTERCARE PROGR~ EVALUATION 

TIME TO THE FIRST RE4RREST BY SA~LE 

x('lPARISCN 
AEP GROJP G1i1)jP 

eUN CJ..:M 

N Il. % N % % 1> 

--------
3 -33 CAYS 9 10.2% 10.2% 33 23.7% 23. 7% 

31 - 50 CAYS "0 
,~ 2:1.5 3J.7 22 15.8 39.5 

61 - 90 DAYS 8.J 38.7 19 13.7 53.2 

91 - 180 CAYS 23 33.0 11.7 23 16.5 59.7 

181 - 355 DAYS 25 28.4 iC3.3% 42 30.2 lGO.O% 

88 100.0% 139 1~3.0% 

NO REARRESTS 40 72 

TOTAL i2B 211 

133.3 118.5 

117 .0 81.0 



TftBLE 45 

VOCATICNAL FaJNDATlCN :~C. 

AF~S~ARE PRCGRJIl.I 9IALUAECN 

~i~E TO F;RSi REARREST BY GRCU? 

G~P ~ GRO.P 2 G~a..p ~ G~U:P 4 

\0 ;Y.xr REaSE ;00 PLACB18\T POR X6 DLACE"lENi FOR POST RELEASE CONTAC:, 8~~ 

((f>iTAGTS SiJ DAYS OR I"tRE LESS friAN 9J GAYS ';'0 q"L\., -Tllj£ JLfi ?~C5"'E',:-

N % N % N % N 0,. 

'" 
---- ----

5 21.4% 8.3% a 0.0% 2 " <:. 
- l •. '~ o - 30 DAYS 

S 2' , " 15.7 5 "., 1\ 4 22.2 .'1 {, "V.v 31 - c: C~.YS 

6i - 90 DAYS 3.0 8.3 2 6.7 3 ~6.7 

,n 35.7 ~ 1" • 9 30.0 7 38.9 IV .- t.:U" 91 - ~50 DAYS 

;3~ - 355 DAYS 5 17.9 5 41.7 13 43.3 2 11.1 

3J8TOiAL 28 100.0% 12 100.0% 30 :30.0% is ~ ~l' f'':::'' ,vv.v"t! 

NO REARRESTS 8 5 ;5 .j 

TOTAL 36 17 45 29 

(:.BN) 108.3 152.4 167.4 ':02.8 

(MEDIA'l) 90.5 114.5 157.0 95.0 




